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FOREWORD REV. A
;_ ; This report is one of a series prepared by The Boeing Vertol
Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania for the National Aeronautics
! and Space Administration, _es Research Center, Moffett Field,
' . California under contract NAS2-6598. The studies reported
•_ under Volumes I through IV and VIIZ through X were jointly
:j | funded by NASA and the TT. S. Army Air Mobility Research and
J Development Labozator-, _s Directorate. Volumes V through
- VII were funded by _ , Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
/ Wright Patterson Air _ _e, Ohio.
:| This contract was adl,_ i_ , a by the National Aeronautics and
. _ Space AdmJnictration. L. ..ichard J. Abbott was the Contract
" _ I Administ_tt,_. Mr. Gary B. Churchill, Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft• Project Off!c_, was the Technical Monitor, and coordination and
_ liaison with the U. S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory was
_ I through Mr. D. Fraga. The Boeing-Vertol Project Engineer for
_ | the work reported in Volume VII was Mr. H. R. Alexander.
The complete list of reports published under this contract is
I as follows:
Volume I -- Conceptual Design of Useful Military and/or
.P
Commercial Aircraft, NASA CR-I14437
. Vol_ne II -- Preliminary Design of Research Aircraft,
NASA CR-I14438
Volume III -- Overall Research Aircraft Project Plan, --
Schedules, and Estimated Cost, NASA CR-I14439
• Volume IV -- Wind Tunnel Investigation Plan for a Full
: . Scale Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft, CR-I14440
; Volume V -- Definition of Stowed Rotor Research Aircraft,
•_ NASA CR-I14598
• Volume VI -- Preliminary Design of a Composite Wing for
_= Tilt Rotor Aircraft, NASA CR-II_399
i _: Volume VII -- Tilt Rotor Flight Control Program Feedback
Studies, NASA CR-I14600
Volume VIII -- Mathematical Model for a Real Time Simulation
) of a Tilt Rotor Aircraft (Boeing Vertol Model
•_ 222), NASA CR-I14601
: .. Volume IX -- Piloted Simulator Evaluation of the Boeing
Vertol Model 222 Tilt _otor Aircraft, NASA
_ CR-I14602%
Volume X -- Performance and Stability Test of a 1/4.622
'" Froude Scaled Boeing Vertol Model 222 Tilt
_. Rotor Aircraf_ (Phase i), NASA CR-I14603
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[ABSTRACT
-.
i An exploratory study has been made of thp u_:,e c, _ ,_" _ack
_ control in tilt rotor aircraft. This has ;.ncludcJ t,;e use of
swashplate cyclic and collective controls and direct lift con-
!
trol
Various sensor and feedback systems are evaluated in relation
• _ to blade load_ alleviation, improvement in flying qualities,
and modal suppression.
Recommendations are made regarding additional analytical and
wind tunnel investigations and development of feedback systems
in the full scale flight vehicle. Estimated costs and sched-
• ules are given.
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• I This work was carried out under Task C of NASA-Army Contract
_: NAS2-6598.
_., The subject of this research contract was the application of
feedback control in tilt rotor aircraft to accomplish the!
following objectives :
_ I . Improve handling qualities
_, Reduce blade loads
"
2,
. Alleviate gust response
Modal suppression and augmentation of°
t
, _ aeroelastic stability
The feedback systems are primarily concerned with the appli-
m-
cation of swashplate cyclic and collective feedback, although
-- a study has also been made of the use of flaps, spoilers and
i:
' elevators for d_xect lift control. This work is preceded by
_. the results of a parametric study of rotor derivatives in
1 _i which special attention is given to the influence of blade
frequencies. Load correlation with test data is demonstrated.
i' Important differences are noted in the derivatives with respect
|_ to shaft angle of attack (alpha) and cyclic pitch (AI). The
low in-plane stiffness blade is seen to have a negative hub
i _I pitching moment under normal flight conditions so that the net
i li destabilizing effect of the rotor is less than would be the
! case for a high stiffness blade and this is confirmed by test
I data. This ha8 beneficial effects on the horizontal and vertlaal{
!
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i REV. A
t&_l area requirements.
h,
_ The blade load alleviation and stability augmentation studies
: show that various alternative objectives may be met using
cyclic feedback. Alternative systems designed to minimizew
.= flapping m'_d net pitching moment are examined. The require-
ments for cyclic pitch gain and azimuth in dynamic gust
response situations are compared with those suitable for
steady state alleviation and are shown to have differences.
Methods or reading these differences are identified and re-
commended for further study. No stability problems were
encountered up to optimal values of gain in any of the systems
examined, although additional shaping is recommended in one
[
• _ case to increase the phase margin.
Direct lift control of normal acceleration response in turbu- :
i lent air using flaps and spoilers feedback is examined.
!
Reductions in normal acceleration demonstrated are approxi-
mately 45% in cruise and 15% in transition. This is consid- i
i
ered highly encouraging _ince they are obtained without
! special effort at optimization or the use of elevator feedback 1
1 to trim pitching moments due to flap and spoiler application.
i In a low disk loading tilt rotor configuration, the combined
f
J ,
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:'_ I requirements of rotor governing and gust alleviation are
l_i i shown to determine the selection of a governing system. A
:. governing system, which senses the RPM variation of each rotor
• _' I and feeds back to collective pitch an averaged signal, is
i ii_ shown to be optimal. A system design is discussed which
- |
_ _ meets selected error criteria in the presence of (1-cosine)
" _ I and random axial gusts. The system is shown to be compatible
_ _'; I with the flying quality characteristics of the aircraft. %here
_ is no significant degradation in basic flying qualities and
' I: at the same time a very substantial attenuation in responsive-
I ness to axial gusts is noted.
, I The use of high rate swashplate feedback for modal suppression
is shown to provide very substantial a_nounts of additional
damping in the selected modes, predicted results are compared
I with those obtained during full-scale tests. Attempts to
introduce additional damping in blade modes showed promise
i I but an extensive investigation _as not made since this topic
I is currently of academic interest only. General conclusions
and suggestions for additional study are made in each oection.
I One general conclusion is that the full potential of some
I systems depends on the complementary effects from associated
systems. These relationships are summarized Jn Table 9.1.
I For example, the effectiveness of a blade load alleviation
!
I
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i system will be augmented if aircraft vertical and pitchingresponse to gusts is reduced by direct lift feedback control. |
Conversely, the effectiveness of a direct lift system in
reducing cabin acceleration will be improved when working
in parallel with a high rate swashplate modal suppression
- system. Thus, there is a strong case for eventually imple-
menting all the systems discussed, although priority should
' be given to conventional SAS, rotor governing and load
alleviation systems.
\ The implications of these proposals on hardware is discussed
in Section i0. This section also considers the implications
• of fail-safe and fail-functional requirements and provides
: schematics for the various systems discussed. The changes
necessary to the currently proposed M222 system in order to
implement each of these systems are noted. The impact of
converting to a fly-by-wire _ystem i_ discussed. !
I
Section II presents a number of recommended programs which
}
are classified under the heading of additional analytical {
studies, wind tunnel pro_ramc and implementation in a full- !
scale fliqht program.
I
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: I Tentative costs and schedules for each of the proposed pro-
,_ grams are giver, in Section 12.
o
!
%
q_
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2. PROP/ROTOR lIUB FORCE AND MOMENT DERIVATIVES
2.1 BACKGROUND
Of fundamental importance to any feedback system using cyclic?
: pitch is the manner in which hub forces and moments respond
to changes in angle of attack a_d increments of pitch and
yaw cyclic, it is known from previous work that rotor
derivatives are sensitive to a number of parameters, in
" particular, blade frequency. In the case of soft in-plane
prop/rotors the derivetives with respect to shaft angle of
' attack (alpha derivatives) have been shown to be particularly
sensitive to variations in lead-lag frequency ratios near 1
per rev. An investigation of prop/rotor alpha d_rivative
sensitivity to blade frequency and lock number is reported in
Reference 2.1. The results reported here add to this body
%
of knowledge by providing information on the behavior of hub
i forces and moments with respect to cyc]i_ pitch (A1 derivatives).
i The mathematical model used for this _tudy is shown in Figure
2.1. This model was chosen because it permits independent
variation of flap and lag frequency without restriction. The
mas_ and airfoil properties used are those of the Model 222
i 26-foot diameter rotor. Results for the same rotorprop
with its actual root restraints are given for smaller variations i
in blade flap and lag per rev frequency and over a range o_
)
altitude and velocity, Since there are currently in use a !
number of different approaches toward non .dimensionalizin j
rotor derivatives, the results given in thls zeport are quoted
i
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%
:. _, e o = 80 °
1'
•, K8 K_
i
i
_r_,
t
,, ii
,i
!
I '
1
;
; !: Figure 2.1 Mathematical Model for Rotor Derivative
;I Parametric Trend Studies
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_+ in dimensional units to avoid ambiguity. Physical properties I+. of the rotor are given in Appendix A.
"I
2.2 VARIATION OF DERIVATIVES WITH LEAD-LAG FREQUENCY RATIO |
, + I
!_ The behavior of force and moment derivatives over the range
of 0.6 to 2.0 per rev in lead-lag and 1.0, 1.3 and 1.5 for
flap is given in Figures 2.2 through 2.5. It is noted that
the alpha and cyclic derivatives share the high degree of
sensitivity to lead-lag frequency ratio particularly I
values of NRI just below 1.0.
i
In both sets of derivatives normal force and yawing moment
attain a minimum at NRI = i, and that side force and pitching i+
moment change sign when NRI drops below a value of unity.
This result for the alpha derivatives is the same as for the
, earlier study published in Reference 2.1; the present study |
confirms that similar behavior is encountered ih the A 1 deriva- i
&
tives.
I
2.3 VARIATION OF LEAD-LAG AND FLAP F_QUENCY .RATIO OVER A
LIMITED RANGE |
}
{ Figures 2.6 through 2.9 present carpets of alpha and cyclic
derivatives for the Model 222 26-foot diameter rotor at I00
knots and 385 RPM. Since in the sign convention used positive
' IA1 means that the blade angle ks maximum at azimuth zero (top
center), and shaft angle of attack implies maximum excursion I
I
in blade angle of attack at 90-degrees, some correspondence
Iis expected between PX_ and FYAI, My_ and MXAI, etc. It is
+ I
+ I
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_ _ V = 25086 KNOTSIM NRI = LEAD-LAG FREQUENCY RATIO
8 = FLAP FREQUENCY RATIO
': .6.6;._ __ I
s,".,i: 20 '
, FXA 1 i. 5•4 {
_ , NORMAL FORCE IN
4 • THOUSANDS OF 0
_ LBS/RAD OF A 1 | ' .4 .8_ 1.2 1.6 2.O 5
; _ 1 3
[ -20 - ,
7"
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0 V '
_I FYA 1 1.3 #
, SIDE FORCE IN -40 _ I ' 1.5
' THOUSANDS OF I__/_
' LBS/RAD OF A1 ''--'_'--m'l'3 NR2
1.0 1.0
-80 m ,,,
FIGURE 2.2. EFFECT OF VARIATION OF BLADE FREQUENCY RATIOS
ON CYCLIC FORCE DERIVATIVES - 250 KNOTS
1 9
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V = 250 KNOTS = LEAD-LAG FREQUENCY RATIO
I = . = FLAP FREQUENCY RATIO
_: '_ 7 = 6.6 I NR2
I.
" MXA 1
._ _,
:' YAWING MOMENT _'_/,_ IN THOUSANDS OF '0
_ -81 _K 1.2 1.6 2.0
. _1.3
-200
, NR 1
.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0
-2oo _ i "
_. 1.3
:. MYAI _ i. 5
PIfCHING MOMENT __ L%%_I _ i. 3
INTHousAnDsoF-400 _ NR2
sADoFA_
' 1.0
-600
FIGURE 2.3. EFFECT OF VARIATION OF BLADE FREQUENCY RATIOS
i ON CYCLIC MOMENT DERIVATIVES - 250 KNOTS
I0
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30
; 1.3
Fx 1.5 1.5
NORMAL FORCe: _ I.3
_ THOUSANDS OF 20 i. 0 -'I" ' /
; ' I/ 1.0i0 ....r V
'I!
ill
t o -4, .........4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0
_: FIGU_2.4.VARI_'_IO.FP_OP/ROTORNO_ _D
"_ _, SIDE FORCE ALPHA DERIVATIVES WITH
I
i1
I
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I.... !? NR1._ V = 250 KNOTS = LEAD-LAG FREQUENCY RATIOi! n 386 RPM_'_ X .8 NR2 = FLAP FREQUENCY RATIO"; y 6.6
- t
.]
zoo l
-: 1.3
i. 1.0 NR 2
:. M.y(:,,. 1.5
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; IN THOUSANDS 0
FT LBS/RAD .4 .8 1.2 1 6 2.0
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1.
-i00 ....
t
, 200
' i
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YAWING MOMENT 1.0 /
IN THOUSANDS OF ' 1.0 '
'_ FT LBS/RAD
1 0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 I
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l
I
FIGURE 2.5. VARIATION OF PROP/ROTOR PITCHING AND
YAWING MOMENT ALPHA DERIVATIVES WITH
RESPECT TO BLADE LEAD-LAG FREQUENCY. I
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_, Fx i.1
_'" _ 0 NR2
., NORMAL FORCE
IN THOUS_DS OF 2_ --.gNR2-
"_,, LBS/RAD I1 I , ,,
BASIC DATA
n = 386 RPM
V = i00 KNOTS
NR 1 = 0.74
NR 2 = 1.33
5 _ NR 2
i' Fy _NR 2
SIDE FORCE
"" IN THOUSANDS OF 0
',_ ;_ LBS/RAD
I NR 2
'! "_" -5 J
, FIGURE 2.6 SENSITIVITY OF M222 26FT HINGELESS ROTOR ALPHA
DERIVATIVES FOR NORMAL AND SIDE FORCE TO
: VARIATIONS IN BLADE LEAD-LAG AND FLAP NATURAL
FREQUENCIES
i 13
_ _ __ _ ....... II _ IlL
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30_ _ -[ _,
%," _,-
I.INR 2
Mx
1 •0 NR2
YAWING MOMENT 20
IN THOUSANDS OF
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---0.74
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1. INR2
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_ -
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!
FIGURE 2.7 SENSITIVITY OF M222 26FT HINGEI_SS ROT(_ ALDHA |
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I significant, however, that when such a correspondence is
observed there are differences in magnitude. In particular
_ L the side force due to A 1 is approximately four times larger
L
: , than the normal force due to alpha. Figures 2.10 through
J
2.13 present the equivalent data for 200 knots and a similar
pattern is noted.
These comparisons of alpha and cyclic derivatives are of
- |!
considerable importance since they indicate that in some cases
_, _ there are substantial differences which may be reflected as
difficulties in selecting combinations of cyclic to zero out
the hub forces and moments due to alpha. That is to say,
even under the simplest static conditions there will be
limits to the effectiveness of swashplate feedback load
: alleviation system.
2.4 EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE AND SPEED ON PROP/ROTOR DERIVATIVES
Figures 2.14 through 2.17 present carpets of alpha and A 1
_ _ derivatives for altitudes of 0, i0,000 and 20,000 feet and
'i
velocities of 100 through 300 knot3. These plots display
I
I[ anticipated trends of increasing force and moment with velocity
! "-
and reduction with altitude or density.
9_
_, 2.5 CORRELATION WITH TEST DATAi
[_ The derivative studies in the preceeding paragraphs were
i performed using the Boeing Vertol C-41 prop/rotor derivative
li program. This program has been used extensively in predicting
' and correlating with rotor derivatives and associated data
obtained on test. In general prediction of trends is excellent
q
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with quite good agreement in absolute magnitudes.
2.5.1 Model 213 Four Blade Hingeless Rotor Correlation
Figure 2,18 presents correlation with rotor derivatives
' measured on a 1/9 scale dynamically similar model of a tilt/
stowed rotor conversion model. In this test the rotor hub
forces and moments were carefully measured over a range of
_ RPM in which the lead-lag modal frequency progressed from
: less than 1 per rev at 900 RPM to values significantly
' _ greater than 1 per rev as the rotor was feathered. The
measured values confirm the predicted behavior trend and the
quantitative correlation is also excellent.
2.5.2 Correlation With Model 222 26-Foot Diameter Rotor Test
in NASA-Ames 40 X 80-Foot Tunnel
Figure 2.19 shows the schematic of the windmilling test stand
• and its instrumentation. Test data were obtained from strain
gages mounted on the outer portion of the wing as shown, and
: calibrated to measure normal force, pitching moment and yawin9 .
,
moment. Comparison with test data was made by calculating the
moments about the wing strain gage locations using forces and
moments predicted by the C-41 program. The results of this
I
! comparison for alpha deri%_tives are given in Figure 2.20 I
i and for cyclic pitch derivatives in Figures 2.21 and I2.22. The analysis did not attempt to account for
force and moment contributions from nacelle and wing aero- }
I d_ndmic interference. Nevertheless, quite good correlation |
is observed. These plots also show the values of derivatives |
I
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predicted by several other programs. These include D-88 which
is a blade loads program which accounts for compressible non-
;_ linear downwash and L-22 which uses linear airfoil theory and
_' uncoupled flap-lag freedoms. C-49 accounts for unsteady aero-
dynamics while C-41 uses a linear representation. C-41 and C-49
use a modal represen.ation of blade freedoms (2 coupled flap-lag
modes) while D-88 and L-22 make use of a finite element discrete
%
mass representation.
The rotor derivative data was also compared with C-41 using a
total unresolved moment approach. Total moments about the center
of the wing tip gages and the reference azimuth position (orien-
tation of the moment vector in the rotor disc plane) were cal-
culated from the C-41 hub forces and momonts and compared with
test results (Figure 2.23). The interesting conclusion%
which is not apparent from the resolved forces and moments is
i hat the total moment is predicted well but there are slight
_ differences in the reference azimuth position.
i 2.5.3 Correlation with Model 222 1/4.622 Scale Model Data
The subject model is a dynamically similar version of the M222.
The test data presented in Figures 2.24 and 2.25 were taken
with the model mounted on a pedestal in the tunnel. The rotors
w_re given angles of attack to the free stream by pitching the
complete model with zero sideslip ang]_ and yawing the model
at _ero angle of attack. The yawing data contains minimal
wing induced flow _ffects and comparison with the pitch data
32 !
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,&
_ '_ I indicates the importance of induced flow on the rotor forces
i and moments. Forces and moments were computed for the isolated
)
T rotor and it is seen from Figure 2.24 that correlation with test
_ data is excellent when wing induced effects are small; in Figure
2.25 wing effects introduce perceptible shifts which increase
,- with dynamic pressure.
4
1
: .... 2.6 CONCLUSIONS FROM DERIVATIVE STUDY
; It xs seen that there is a strong similarity between the deri-
_f vatives for angle of attack and cyclic; however, the differences
_'i are sue', that it is probably impossible using cyclic to completely
" : null out simultaneously all hub forces and moments due to angle of
_ attack. The variation of cyclic derivatives as a function of
.,°
lag frequency is similar to that for angle of attack. Compari-
son of analytical data from isolated rotor with test shows that
correlation is good when isolated rotor assumptions are effec-
; " tively, met, but that induced flow effects are important when
): this is not the case.
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I 3. BLADE LOAD AL_VIATION _D STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS
!l 3.1BACKGRO__DOBJECTIVESOFSTUDYTilting prop/rotor type aircraft _Yperi_1,ce significant blade
loads as a result of non-axial flow in transition from hover
_ to the cruise configuration, and in transient conditions such
_ as maneuvers, gusts, sideslip, etc. However, since cyclic
pitch is a basic feature of most tilt rotor control systems,
_ it provides a means to significantly reduce the severity of
_- loading conditions associated with skewed flow. This is
: accomplished in two ways. The first is to _chedule the appli-
cation of controlled amounts of longitudinal and lateral
cyclic as a function of flight condition. The second, which
-. is the primary topic of this report, is the automatic applica-
tion of cyclic to reduce loads in amounts proportional to the
• %
, deviations from the scheduled flight program, or to some
, _ equivalent loading in the structure caused by the deviation.
%
Such a system will not cnly reduce blade loads, but will at the
, i same time reduce the associated hub force and moment deriva-
i tives, thus increasi.lg the static stability margin of the air-
- , craft.
_ The objective o_ _his study is to explore the use of load
[i alleviation systems in a typical tilt rotor design, taking
l!
f 37
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into account those factors which might adversely affect per-
formance in a practical situation. These include hardware
!_ characteristics, sensors and actuators and the impact of
dynamic transient effects as well as idealized steady state
I
_: alleviation. System authority is also discussed for its
impact on effectiveness at different flight conditions. The
ability of a feedback control system working through the
swashplate to influence the following will be analyzed:
0 Reduction of blade loads and hub forces and moments
_- ; under steady maneuvers and gust encounters
0 Improvement of flying qualities by reducing desta-
bilizing forces and moments from the rotors; improve-
• _ ment of short period response and pilot workload
0 Alleviation of airframe structural loads
0 Improve ride qualities by reduction of gust responseI '8 ,
acce lerat ions p
3.2 TECHNICAL BASISFOR USE OF CYCLIC PITCH FEEDBACK IN LOAD
_ ALLEVIATION 1
• The predominant cause of vibratory loading in prop/rotor_ i_
blade dynamic response to cyclical angle of attack changes i
%
associated with non-axial flow caused by shaft tilt to the
!
free stream or with cyclic pitch of the blade duo to tilt of
the swashplato. Thet is to say, in a pro_ller or rotor I
I
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_ I whose shaft is inclined at an angle _ to the free stream each
_- blade experiences a sinusoidal increment of incidence of
:i_ }_i: amount e sin nt. It also experiences a sinusoidal variation
¢,
: !_ in relative velocity over the blade, and both these effects
combine to give a variation in dynamic pressure and in angle
• ; of attack. The net effect is to produce cyclical perturbation
- _ in the blade loads and blade dynamic response. Associated
% _' with blade response are corresponding shears, bending moments
and strains Cyclic pitch imposes a 1 per rev variation in¢
incidence and has accordingly much the same effect as shaft
f incidence except that the angle of attack increment is uniform
across the blade and there is no directly associated variation
/ in blade dynamic pressure. Cyclic pitch in appropriate amount_
_ is, therefore, used to trim out the angle of attack variations
:. caused by shaft tilt to the relative wind. The use of cyclic
_ pitch to trim out blade loads and for stability augmentation
_ is established practice in the helicopter field, and the
f _ extension to tilt rotor applications is clearly indicated
There is, however, minimal discussion of such topics as
scheduling of cyclic to minimize blade loads for normal
flight conditions. The emphasis is on the use of automatic
feedback cyclic control to counteract loa _ occurring due to
off-schedule conditions.
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Such conditions occur during maneuvers and turbulence when
i the rotor experiences temporary departures from the trimmed
I
_ unaccelerated flight condition.
3.3 TEST DEMONSTRATION OF SWASHPLATE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS !
Two test programs were conducted in 1972 in which the use of
swashplate feedback for load alleviation was demonstrated.
%
The first,in May,was performed using a 1/9.622 scale model of _
T
% the Model 222 rotor mounted on NASA wing in the Princeton
, ?
Tunnel. The sensor system used consisted of strain gages
measuring pitching moment and yawing moment in the wing. The 7t
system was demonstrated for static situations (i.e., steady
wing angle of attack) and also for simulated long period gust
conditions using the gust generating capability of the
{
• : Princeton Tunnel. The results of this test indicated that
substantial reductions in blade response were available with
the correct selection of azimuth and gain. The results of
_ this test are reported in Boeing Document D222-I0047-I
(Reference 3.1). In September of the same year, the full
scale version of the above model was tested in the NASA Ames
40 X 80-foot tunnel with a similar feedback system operative.
This test also showed that substantial reductions in blade
loads could be achieved using a swashplate feedback system.
The results of this test are given in Boeing Document D222-
10059-1 dated March 1973, (Reference 3.2). The results of
both these te_ts tend to confirm the results presented in I|
this report,
40 _
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• 3.4 CANDIDATE SYSTEMS: CHOICE OF SENSO_
i
t The principal feature differentiating one load alleviation
I
,_ _ system from another is the signal sensed and fed back through
the swashplate. A number of potentially viable signals and
sensors are t_ulated in T_le 3.1 along with the advantages
_d disadvantages of each system.
_ Of the sensors listed, the Aq or Bq sensor seems to offer the
_ _ _ most advantage. The other sensors and signals would be
' accept_le in principle, but the issue of reli_ility makes
strain gage systems undesir_le. The Aq sensor has the
additional advantage of minimum overall system lag, since each
! of the other signals results to a greater or lesser degree
from dynamic response to the forces produced by Aq. This is
• not important for quasi-static cases such as steady maneuvers
J
or long period gusts, but it could become important in dynamic
situations.
! }
' A system based on Aq or Bq sensors has, therefore, been
chosen for study.
!
1 ,
i f
m|
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_ TABLE 3.1. CANDIDATE SIGNALS AND SENSORS FOR LOAD ALLEVIATION
' SYSTEM
"Signal Senso r For . -- A_ainst _
_ Blade Strain Senses variable °Questionable relia-
Bending Gage to be controlled bility
__ Moment ,Signal in rotating
system
_ [. eNo phase lead
Hub Strain Senses variable eQuestionable relia-
Bending Gage to be controlled bility
Moment eSignal in rotating
system
- "No phase lead
J ,, • . .
Aq, Bq Pressure eSenses variable
Dynamic Head which is primary
Pressure cause of loading
Delta eGood reliability
Angle of 0previous flight
Attack experience
_, or Side-
slipi
.... b,,
/ Aircraft Acceler- Signal almost in No use for unaccei-
Normal, ometer phase with Aq erated cases such aa
Side unscheduled weight
Acceler-
ation
j ,i n .u | n • m
1 Wing Strain eSensor in fixed eQueetionable relia-
' Bending Gage system bility
, Moments °Direct measure eLags introduced by
Torsion, of variable wing response
Yaw affecting fly- "Neede ad_itiopal
ing qualities een|zng _o euocon-
.tract naqqlllmoment
due to "g"
n n ., .,
}
,
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:,, 3.5 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the load alleviation system
>
_: chosen for study.
: The signal sensed is the net increment in angle of attack
i
produced by a gust and the aircraft response. Transfer func-
_ tions for filters are based on stability considerations and
• f
% , actuator transfer functions are typical of actual hardware.
• The filter has a cut-off frequency of i0 rad/sec and a damping
factor of 0.707. The actuator transfer function is of first
order with break frequency 55.0 rad/sec.
3.6 DESIGN OF A SYSTEM EFFECTIVE FOR QUASI-STEADY CONDITIONS
• When quasi-steady conditions are considered the decision on
!
system characteristics becomes a matter of: t
0 Selection of which forces or moments to control; since
i
i all hub forces and moments cannot be simultaneously
brought to zero a selection is required, ie
0 How gain and azimuth requirements vary with |
I
flight conditions
o What signal shaping (filtering) is required to avoid I
destabilizing dynam£c modes
l
3.6.1 System Designed to Null Rotor Hub Moments in Cruise
I The characteristics of gain and azimuth for a system designed I
44
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' _ _ to work on hub pitching and yawing moments were evaluated.
Since only steady state effects are considered, the required
"" A 1 and B 1 gain settings are solvable exactly over a range of
:; flight conditions from knowledge of the rotor hub moment
I alpha ant cyclic derivatives. The results are expressed in
terms of azimuth _,._ --L_x_i_ gain. The azimuth angle is
4
defi_ed as
_ , , = Tan-1 1 GAI
and is a direction perpendicular to the aXis about which the
swashplate tilts.
Questions to be addressed in this study were:
• 0 Does system gain and azimuth require scheduling as a
function of flight conditions?
0 What is the impact of the system on the hub normal
, force and moments?
;
_ 0 What is the impact on aircraft static stability?
il The values of A 1 and B 1 gain required were evaluated at dif-
ferent speeds and altitudes from the equations for hub pitchr[!_i
and yaw moments :
MYTOTAL = My a + _i  '_,BI = 0
I 45
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These equations are solved for the ratio of A1 and Bi to _ and
i to each other and the answers presented in terms of net
" swashplate cyclic gain and azimuth. Filtering requirement_
were determined using Bode Diagram Techniques an_ system
_, stability was confirmed by examination of ro_ locn_. _he
analytical methodology used is incorporated in the C-48
Flying Qualities and Aeroelastic Stability Program. Transient
" : dynamic response was not evaluated for this system.
Figure 3.2 shows the gain required in degrees of cyclic pe_"
angle of attack, over a speed range of i00 to 300 knots at
altitudes of sea lev_l, i0°000 ft. and 20,000 ft. The asso-
ciated azimuth angles req" ired are shown in Figure 3.3 and
indicate that the angle required C2ops frown around 120 ° at
i00 knots to 30 ° at 300 knots. The conclusion to be drawn
from these _urves _s _hat gain and azimuth _cheduling as a
function of speed is required if the system objectives are to
be met at all speeds. The variatlon with altitude is not so
i striking so that scheduling of gain and azimuth with altitude
is probably not re,_ir_d. The impact of these gain and azi- I
muth settings at sea level on the hub normal _nd side forces
are shown in F_ures 3.4 and 3.5. It i_ seer, that nJrmal i
force and side force, derivatives are also reduced by
J
i !
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1.5" of A 1 and B1
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FIGURE 3.5. SIDE FORCE DERIVATIVE WITHOUT FEEDBACK, WITH
UNRESTRICTED GAIN AND WITH ARBITRARY 1.5" LIMIT
ON A1 and B1
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_" I approximately 5_ at the higher speeds.
_ '" I It is concluded from this study that a system can be defined
_ which will reduce the blade flap bending moments and hub
_ _; moments to zero, and that the hub normal and side forces
_ will be reduced by the same system. This is a beneficial
._ arrangement for blade loads but may be less acceptable from
the point of view of aircraft static stability. The rotor
_ _- I hub pitching moment due to angle of attack is negative, i.e.,
nose down for low-in-plane stiffness rotors at cruise advance
ratios. A reduction of hub pitching moment to zero without a
!i I similar reduction in normal force may lead to a net reduction
_ I in static margin. That is to say the _bjective of reduction
, _ of blade loads is not necessarily compatible with flying
I qualities objectives.
' I 3.6.2 System Authority Considerations
_ I Limits may be imposed on the authority of a feedback system
because of runaway considerations. That is, unless the system
I is fail safe which implies triple redundancy, its authority
i must be less than that available to the pilot or from other con-
trol systems at each condition of flight. .ghe stability char-
I acteristics of the airc£aft will have a discontinuity when
I the system commands exceed the authority of the feedback
! .
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FIGURE 3.7. HUB PITCHING MOMENT DERIVATIVE WITHOUT
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! tsystem and since this would be considered unacceptable within
the flight envelope the system gain will be limited so that I
i_ , flight envelope Am conditions will not generate demands which
exceed system authority. This places constraint on gain
scheduling which is a function of speed. Figures 3.4 through
_ 3.7 show the impact of gain restrictions set so that an arbi-
trary system authority of 1.5 ° in the A 1 and B 1 channels is i
_ not exceeded by feedback signal demands associated with maxi-
mum flight envelope conditions. It is noted that even with
restrictions on gain settings there is still a significant
reduction in all the hub forces and moments, reflecting a i
similar reduction in blade bending moments and shears. The
. net effect on pitching moment about the nacelle pivot is !
i important in relation to static stability. Figure 3.8 shows i
_. the pivot pitching moment with and without feedback at sea
level and i0,000 ft. At both altitudes the feedback system
reduces pivot pitching moment slightly at low speed thereby
_. increasing static margin but at high speeds the opposite is
true, with a marked increase in the sea level case. This is
I a result of a marked reduction in negative hub pitching I
I moment which is not accompanied by a similar reduction in l
i positive normal force.
i The net effect on static stability is to provide a slight
!
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REV. A
I_ increase at low speed (1.2% c at 150 knots) where xmprovement
is most useful, and to decrease the static margin by approx-
,; imately 5% at 300 knots _en a decrease is acceptable.
In summary,this system,based on a reduction of hub moments
criterion,also provides reductions in blade loads and normal
_ide forces, and does not deteriorate the static stability
; behavior. However, scheduling of gain and azimuth with speed
is required and preferably with altitude also.
Since the preceeding analysis was based on static considera-
tion only the systems defined were checked for stability by i
inspection of their Bode Diatjrams. That is the open loop
t
, response of the complete system taking account of blade
dynamics and wing/pylon/fuselage flexibilities and rigid body i
, freedoms. The diagrams for 150, 250 and 350 knots are shown .i
in Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. Decibel levels for 350 knots
are higher than at lower speeds while the phase response is
,t
similar. The levels are for unity ga-_n in the feedback loop.
The net decibel levels are obtained by subtracting the gain i
! levels indicated. At 350 knots the phase margin is about the i
i minimum tl_at would De acceptable and a phase shitting network
is indicated to improve this margin. I
I
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3.7 ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS
I Since objectives additional to minimization of hub moments may |I
:_ be required and since a load alleviation system is required to
operate under transient loading conditions as well as static,
i
a more general investigation was initiated. In the preceedlng
_ study the system was designed to zero out hub moments due to
i steady state loading conditions and it was fortuitous that a
%
slight improvement in static margin at low speeds came out of
the system. In the present study the behavior of hub forces
and moments and nacelle pivot moments are examined to see if
a better approach is available. To develop a general picture
of the behavior of hub forces and moments and nacelle pivot
• moments as functions of gain and azimuth, they were evaluated
for the complete azimuth range and for a set of gain values
ranging from 0 to 1.0 radian of cyclic per radian of shaftl
angle. Contours of forces and moments were then plotted as
functions of gain and azimuth as shown in Figures 3.12 and
+
; 3.13 for 250 knots and i00 knots respectively. From these
the contours for zero forc_,s and moments and pivot moments
were constructed and superimposed in Figures 3,14 and 3.15.
Examination of Figures 3.12 through 3.15 permits system
parameters to be selected according to different objectives.
For example, if minimization of pivot moments was of i
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I overriding importance, the system gains would be set to give
I an azimuth of 255-degrees and a gain of around 0.2 at 250 knots
with scheduling to give an azimuth oZ 316-degrees and gain 0.i
I at I00 knots. Bode diagrams for these two conditions are
I given in Figures 3.16 an_ 3.17 and it is noted that adequate ,
gain and phase margins exist. An attractive alternative might
be to reduce the pitching moment about the pivot to zero, and
at the same time minimize hub forces and moments as far as
I possible. Thus, by selecting an azimuth around 230 degrees and
i gain approximately 0.65, the pivot pitching moment is still
_roed, but so also are the hub normal and side forces and
I pitching moment; only the hub yawing moment remains, and it is ;
seen from Figure 3.12 that this azimuth and gain setting will
I result in a hub yawing m:)ment of approximately -I00,000 ft ib/
q
i radian compared with one of approximately +i00,000 ft-lb/radian
when no feedback is present. There is, cf couzse, a net reduction _,
I in total hub moment because the pitching moment has been reduced :
tO zero. The same reasoning applies at other speeds. At i00
I knots the equivalent selection is a gain setting of 0.26 and i
azimuth 293-degrees. In this case thetotal residual hub|
moment is approximately -30,000 ft ib/radian compared with a
I value without feedback, obtained by resolving 25,000 ft ib/
radian of yawing moment and I0,000 ft Ib/radian of pitching
I Moment.
I The above two examples do not exhaust the possibilities; for
example a net nose down pivot moment might be beneficial and
67
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this could be provided by increasing azimuth while keeping a ]
! gain setting which made FXa zero.
' ! It is clear that this approach to the selection of feedback -|
I
; system gains and azimuth is a powerful and flexible tool
• I..!._ which may be used not only to reduce rotor effects £-ut to
_..:..;_.:... actively improve the static stability of the aircraft. I
-':t. 1
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i 3 .8 DYNAMIC RESPONSE CONSIDERATIONS
• i Many of the situations in which a load alleviation system
might reasonably be expected to work effectively are dynamic
I in nature. These include transient maneuvering and gust
loading conditions. In such cases the blade loads and hub
• !\ moments depend on the transient response of the blades, which
l is governed not only by shaft an_le of attack, but by rate '
. and acceleration associated with the rigid body and flexible
• :": I
response of the airframe. Thus_ in a dynamic situation the
• behavior of the whole aircraft must be analyzed with a full
acaountlng of interactions between gust velocities and rotor,
I pylon,wing and fuselage responses.
The potential importance of transient response may be seen
l from Table 3.2 in which the frequencies and interactions
q
'iiil/la associated wlth the components of the Model 222 Tilt Rotor:_ Re earch Aircraft are list d.
I The feedback control system envisioned for static cases has
:._ certain fundamental limitations when confronted with the .
.i_: fully coupled dynamic situation. Ashby's "Law of Requisite
;.).!
',:j Vazlety" states that to control a multivariable system, the
_'_ i _"
_ number of oontzol8 provided must not be less than the number J
/i;I i o, independent variables. In the static case there are two _'
ii_ i independent variables, blade flap and blade lag, and a good Job
of oontrolllng these _an be a_compllshed by the use of the two
parametaZ8, feedback gel n a_d azimuth. In the dynamic situation
i fluenotng the blade response, tea greater or less degree.
I 69_
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I Unless additional feedback loops are @rovided to give control
i ! I over at least those variables which strongly influence them
rotor behavior, swashplate feedback by itse:f of tile type
I envisioned in Paragraphs 3.5 and 3.6 will be of limited
• effectiveness since it provides control only over a small
component of the total forces acting on the aircraft. Never-
I theless useful reduction in blade load transient may be
deD_nstrated even in the absence of spec:.al measures to
I control aircraft normal acceleration and shor_ period modal
I response.
3.8.1 Method of Investigation and ResuLts. Cruise.
I The aircraft was subject to a relative3y long pe_ciod, five
second (1-cosine) gust and the time hi3tory of the hub
forces and moments were examined with Aq Zeedback present at ,
different azimuths, and a gain setting sufficiently small that
no instabilities were generated. From the variation of forces
and moments with azimuth a region was selected for further
investigation and the variation of loa,ls with gain determined.
il ,
The effect of feedback is evaluated from the transient response
I of the hub forces and moments. Sample responses are shown in
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 for the 250 knot case with an azimuth setting _
of 150-degrees. Two maximum load points in the timo history are
I observed, an initial loading associated with the peak gust
intensity and an overswing loading of opposite sign. In _
some cases the second peak is more severe than the first, i
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FIGURE 3.18, EFFECT OF FEEDBACK ON THE DYNAMIC I :
RESPONSE OF ROTOR HUB MOMENTS, AT I
250 KNOTS, 386 RPM.
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_ The peak loads for a range value of azimuth and gain are i
plotted in Figures 3.20 through 3.23. It is seen that an
4
_ optimal value of azimuth occurs at approximately 150-degrees, !
J
k
and both the first and second peak loads reduce with gain.
The reduction is approximately linear for low values of gain,
; but a point of diminishing returns is reached around a gain 1
setting of 0.5 degrees per degree of alpha, and at higher
_ settings instabilities were encountered. The reduction in
_ loadings are as follows:
ZERO GAIN GAIN 0 .5 REDUCTION FACTOR
PEAK NUMBER 1 2 1 2 1 2
• i J| m | | j |
FX Normal Force Lb 1850, -2600 1300, -1450 0.7 0.55 ]Fy Side Force Lb 7600, -5000 5000, -1500 0.66 0.3
Mx Yawing Moment 6600, -8600 5000, -4500 0.76 0.525 ]
Ft-Lb |
My Pitching Moment 3700, -2300 3000, -500.0 0.81 0.22
!Ft-Lb
The same system (i.e., gain 0.5 and azimuth 150-degrees) was Ip
B
evaluated for 350 knots as shown in Figure 3.24 and 3.25 with
the following resultss I
i
• i
ZERO GAIN GAIN 0.5 REDUCTION FACTOR
PEAK NUMBER 1 2 1 2 1 2 )
Fx Normal Force Lb 3400, -3500 1600, -600 0.47 0.17
.I
Fy Side Force Lb 1300, -900 600, --- 0.46 ....
Yawing Moment 5000, -4500 2500, -500 0.50 0.11 I
!
Ft-Lb
My Pitching Moment 2700_ -1800 1500, --- 0.55 .... 1
Ft-Lb
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il I ' D222-I0060-3I The results presented above indicate that useful reductions in
I I blade load response may be achieved even when swashplate
I feedback alone is used. However, azimuth settings are signi-I ficantly different from those determined from purely static
considerations although the net gain required is approximately
I the same.
I Attempts to achieve a compromise in azimuth and gain between
i the static and dynamic cases do not appear to be profitable.
As may be seen from Figure 3.15, the azimuth suitable for the
I dynamic case (150-degrees) is removed from the desirable statiu
value of 216-degrees. Alternatively at the 216-,degree value
I the dynamic system does not produce significant reduction in
i load. However, the system characteristics may be adjusted with
• frequency so that such compromises are unnecessary. Since
l azimuth is a reflection of the relative gain in the A1 and B 1
channels this affords a method of tailoring azimuth to fre-
i quency by the use of different transfer functions for filters
I ' in the A 1 and B1 loops.
3.8.2 Results in Transition Velocities
I The effect of azimuth and gain were explored for the transition
case of 80 knots and 551 RPM. Figures 3.26 through 3.29 show
I the variation of forces and moments with azimuth and gain. In
I this flight condition the most beneficial effects occur around
180-degrees with gain 0o015 degrees per degree of angle of
I attack. The time history of hub forces and moments i_ shown
m 81
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in Figures 3.30 and 3.31 for this case. The reductions in .I
loads for this case are of a similar order of magnitude to
II those in cruise, but it is noted that maximum benefit occurs I
at a different azimuth and there is a substantial increase ]
in the sensitivity to gain.
It is seen that with an azimuth of 180-degrees and a gain ._
setting of 0.15 degrees per degree that the following reduc-
tions are obtained, i.I
• ZERO GAIN GAIN 0 .15 REDUCTION FACTOR
x.oo.l,oroe,00- ---
Fy Side Force Lb 22, 58 .... 0.0 0.0
' Mx Yawing Moment 10200, --- 9000, --- 0o 88 .... ]
Ft-Lb
My Pitching Moment 1400, -3200 6000 800 0.43 0.25 ]
Ft-Lb .
It is noted that in the transition case the tendency to over
swing loading is significantly reduced. This is a function
-. of the short period mode frequency and damping, which is of i}
the order of 0.04 Hz and 60% crltlcal without feedback, becoming
critically damped at the azimuth and gain selected, as shown _I
in Figures 3,32 and 3o33. 'I
3.9 CLUSX,O.S DInSCTIOHmR .SVSLOPWT
A number of conclusions may be drawn from the preceding studies i
of load alleviation. The first is that under static conditions,
a swashplate feedback system may be designed which will fulfill !_
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FIGURE 3.29. VARIATION OF HUB PITCHING MOMENT WITH
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"' one or more of a possible set of objectives. For optimal
I _zfurmance scheduling of fee_ack gain and azimuth as<
,_ a f_ction of flight condition, (speed _d _M) is necessary.
4 Although the system demonstrated for 250 knots was even
more effective at 350 knots, reduced s_eds _Ld increased
_M's call for different azimuth settings _d reduced gain.
°
" The response characteristics of the blade loads in dyn_ic
_ _. _ situations may also be subst_tially improved by fee_ack.Z
Differences in behavior noted between transition _d
I moderately high speed cruise are caused by changes in the
_, short period mode of the aircraft, _d in the damping of the
,!' blade flapping mode At 80 knots the short period mode is%
_ I almost critically damped _d its low frequency makes it
A
• _ unresponsive to the gust wave Length assumed, with the result
I that blade loads show little tendency to overswing.
' I A promising area for additional analytically and experimental
study will be the use of spoiler, flap and elevator feedback
I to modify the basic aircraft response characteristics so that
the demands on a swashplate feedback load alleviation system
!
are more nearly constant over the operating range.
I The current study was performed for two conditions; the
i alleviation of loads due to a steady state condition and of
those induced by flying through a discrete 5 second period
I _ust. Other gust wavelengths must also be considered in
1973021279-126
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the design of a useful system, _ad this raises the question
of compatibility from the standpoint of frequency The
nature of the blade load response varies with the type and
frequency (period) of the loading condition.
Thus, variation of gain and azimuth with frequency is
anticipated as a requirement. This may be accomplished using
_ appropriate transfer functions to shape the signals in the
_ i A 1 and B1 channels. At a given frequency the azimuth of the&
* _ net feedback signal may be controlled by the relative frequency
response in the two channels.
Relative phasing of the A1 and B1 signals may also be of
\ %
value when unsteady loading conditions are encountered. The
t
value of phasing the feedback signals applied to the swashplate
%
is discussed in detail in Section 5. The investigation of
i
I such effects including the complimentary use of feedback to
the conventional controls is recommended for further analytical _,
and wind tunnel study. The general outline of further
and implementation is given in Section 9.investigation
p
I
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I'.• I Alleviation of aircraft normal acceleration response to gustshas long been the objective of many aircraft design teams.V
_ I With gust alleviation it was hoped to relieve structural loads,
i _ improve the ride qualities, lessen pilot fatigue, and/or
provide a more stable flying platform. While many early
_ attempts at gust alleviation were disappointing (References 4.1
i 4.2, & 4.31 it is thought that in many of these the attempt
was being made without a full understanding of all aspects
of and control Advances inflight dynamics system theory.
< i _ avionics and in analytical and simulation techniques would
_? today provide a much higher probability of success. In
• support of this view, attention is drawn to the striking
success of systems with very similar objectives such as the
LAMS system which is in operation on the B-52 bomber. This
' _ leads to the feeling that it is worthwhile to renew inves-
_i tigations of direct lift control systems using current
' feedback system technology and spoiler flap technology. The
application of direct lift techniques in Tilt Rotor -_
aircraft
is particularly interesting for several reasons. One is
I that these aircraft will spend the greater portion of
%
I their time at low altitudes and thus be in turbulent air,
and a system which responds to reduce the characteristically
I lift curve s]ope of such aircraft would providenigh
I 93
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distinct improvements in ride quality. Another consideration I
_ _ is a high gust response will tend to limit the effectiveness of I
I the swashplate feedback blade load alleviation system. Since
blade response is stimulated by linear and angular accelerations
i
of the rotor hub and cyclic pitch control will not be particularly
may improve t e effectivenes of the blade load alleviation
system in minimizing _lade loads. Finally, in a typical tilt
rotor design such as the Model 222, provision of a direct liftcontrol system represents a relatively modest increment in de-
sign effort and hardware modification. Full span flaps and It spoilers are current feat_es; automatic electrical control of
I the full span flaps and symmetrical spoiler control are seen as I
%
relatively minor modifications, along with automatic control |
!
• { of the elevators to compensate foz flap induced pitching moment.
i Objectives of the gust alleviation system will be: I
O 40% to 60_ reduction in normal acceleration I !
response to gusts
O no adverse effect on aircraft flying qualities I
• F
O simplicity of system design |
Evaluation of the gust alleviation system was made in three
Iparts. The first section discusses the approach to alleviating
gusts, _e math model, and the feedback loops. The second |
section discusses the results in terms of gain, system st_i-
lity and gust alleviation. In the third section some I
I
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l conclusions are drawn about the effectiveness of the system
I and its practicality for a tilt rotor aircraft.
4.2 GUST ALLEVIATION SYSTEM APPROACH
I
A tilt rotor aircraft design with full span spoilers and flaps has
I been used to evaluate a gust alleviation system using direct
i lift control (DLC). For gusts which tend to increase the
load factor, spoilers are deflected to "dump" wing lift and
I thus negate the effect of the gust. For gusts which decrease
load factor, flaps are deflected thus increasing lift and
negating the gust response. Both spoiler and flap deflection
_! generate an aircraft pitching moment which could be trimmed
by gearing the elevat_,r to both the spoiler and the flaps.
A schematic _f the system is shown in Figure 4.1. First
order approximations foj f_ p, spoiler, and elevator
I{ actuators hav_ been made. In each case TAC T = .05 seconds.
li To keep the system as simple as possible no filtering has
been employed and only a minimum of signal shaping to indicate
I! whether the flap or spoiler should be deflected was used.
Aircraft angle of attack was sensed rather than normal
[_ acceleration in order to achieve some lead on aircraft response.
U The time lead is of two forms. First, if angle of attack
is sensed at the nose of the aircraft there will be a finite
%
time until the gust reaches the wing. The time lead increment
will be of the form
I At I - (length from nose to wing leading edge)
(alf6raft veioclty)
I i
95
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FIGURE 4.1. SCH_4ATIC OF DIRECT LIFT CONTROL i
GUST LLEVIATION SYSTEM
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• I Second, it is known that the growth of wing lift due to
I angle of attack takes a finite time (call this _t2). Thus,
by sensing angle of attack a total time lead of (_t I + _t2)
can be achieved which would be unavailable if N z acceleration
!_ was sensed. The DLC gust alleviation system was evaluated
for a cruise flight velocity of 250 knots and a landing
.,, _ approach flight condition of i00 knots with nacelle incidence
%
_ of 25-degrees.
_ 4 3 EVALUATION OF DLC GUST ALLEVIATION SYSTEM
The angle of• attack system was evaluated at i00 knots and
f-
i _! nacelle incidence of 25-degrees and 250 knots and nacelle
' I! incidence of 0-degrees. The i00 knot case was to represent
• a landing approach condition and it was desired that gust
° alleviation help the pilot hold a precision glideslope. This
aspect is especially important in the instrument flight regime
n when one considers the steep glideslopes (7 to 20 degrees)
! being proposed for V/STOL aircraft• The 250 knot case repre-
- ; sents a cruise flight condition and the purpose of the system
[i•: will be to improve ride qualities•
Evaluation of the 250 knot cruise condition indicated that
-' I_ with a very simple system a 60% reduction in normal acceler-
[_ ation response to a ramp gust could be achieved with little
_! effect on the short period mode (Figure 4.2). Spoiler gain
I! was 6s/_ = 9.75 and flap gain was 6F/a -4.95. Figures 4.3
:i
! am !
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I
r---]RESPONSE TO
L-_.JRAMP INPUT
_'_ RESPONSE TO I
NORMAL ACCELERATION RANDOH TURBULENCE
GUST RESPONSE ALLEVIATION, I
---PERCENT
°°I I
80
!
60 --
_o I !
o , J
6F/_ = 2.47 _F/_ = 4.95 6F/_ = 7.43
_,/_= 4.87 6,/_= 9.75 _sl__ 14.61 |i
DLC GUST ALLEVIATION GAIN I
!
I
i
FIGURE 4.2. EFFECT OF GUST ALLEVIATION SYSTEM GAIN ION NORMAL ACCELERATION RESPONSE
250 KNOTS
i
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I FIGURE 4.3. AIRCRAFT PITCH RATE RESPONSE TO RAMP GUST
WITH AND WITHOUT DLC GUST ALLEVIATION SYSTEM
I
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I "and 4 4 show the normal acceleration and pitch rate time•history responses for vazious spoiler and flap gains• In
this configuration the pitching moment due to small deflection
of spoiler and flap is of such magnitude that elevator was
not deemed necessary to trim the moments. The gain level
can have a significant effect on aircraft flying qualities, i
At higher levels of gain the short period mode seems to be
! adversely affected as seen by the traces of Figures 4.3 and
• _ 4.4. A more detailed study of the system dynamics will have
! to be performed to determine if this problem can be overcome
: I so that further effectiveness can be accomplished. In the
second portion of the 250 knot study hhe aizcraft was flown
< !
through random turbulence with the system off and the system J
on (Figures 4.5 to 4.8). The same gain variation as with i
• the ramp gust was applied. At a gain level of _F/_ = 4.95
and 6s/_ = 9.75, a 45% reduction in normal acceleration gust
response was achieved. Although this level of gust allevi- | I
!
ation is not as great as for the ramp gust, it is significant
{ and indicates that with further study of possible signal shaping
,!
a gust alleviation level of 60% could be reached and possibly
!
mo re.
At a velocity of I00 knots and a nacelle incidence of 25-degrees, I
the same DLC gust alleviation system was evaluated. The air- %
craft was flown through random turbulence and the actual and
RMS normal acceleration responses were measured. Aircraft
normal acceleration gust response was reduced by 15% in the
IOO ]
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FIGURE 4.5. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO RANDOM TURBUL_:NCE :
250 KNOTS NO _EEDBACK !
i
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I FIGURE 4.8. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO RANDOM TURBULENCE
250 KNOTS 6F/s = 7.43 6s/s = 14.61
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|_. _est configuration As seen in Figures 4 9 through 4 13 theC, • • •
_;- aircraft dynamic response seems tc be more affected than at
_. 250 knots It is evident that at certain values of gain the
•_ _ phugoid mode is excited in conjunction with the short period |
_ mode - resulting in an increase in RMS response level rather
|_. than a decrease. At i00 knots the dynamic responses of the
_ aircraft are more complicated because of the rotor shaft
, angle and the slower response of the aircraft at this
, velocity. A more detailed design of the DLC gust alleviation |
!
system and further analytical studies are required to ensure
that other aircraft modal responses are not degraded. Thus, I
flap and spoiler operation may actually excite the wing
" _ bending mode, so that an associated modal suppression system
as discussed in Section 6 might be needed to counteract this |
w
L
• _ tendency, This should be the subject of further work.
i Throughout the evaluation of this system, particular concern
._ was paid to spoiler and flap deflection rates. At all gain |
!
variations the maximum spoiler rate was 120-degrees per second
and the maximum flap rate was 80-degrees per second. Minimum
t_
design rates for these surfaces for roll control are ii0-
I degrees per second and 50-degrees per second respectively, so
that the rates required for gust alleviation represent only
t I
modest increases•
: DLC gust alleviation using an angle of attack sensor has been
shown to be of sufficient merit to warrant further investigation• I
J
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I AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO RANDOM TURBULENCEFIGURE 4.9.
100 KNOTS NO _EEDBACK
i_
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I FIGURE 4.11. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO RANDOM TURBULENCE
i00 KNOTS _F/_ " 2.47 _s/a = 4.78
I
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•• FIGURE 4.13. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO RANDOM TURBULENCE
100 KNOTS _/S m 7.43 _s/a= 14.61
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At 250 knots a 45% alleviation of the normal acceleration
response to random turbulence was shown and at 100 knots 15%
alleviation was seen.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS I
This study has proven the feasibility of DLC gust alleviation
in the cruise flight regime and has shown that such a system
has promise in the transition, approach and landing regime.
In the 250 knot cruise configuration a 45% reduction in the I
response to random turbulence was noted. At optimum gains the
aircraft short period response was not adversely affected. In !
.
a i00 knot transition configuration with nacelle incidence of
25-degrees a 15% reduction in normal acceleration response !
was se Sc -.verse affect on aircraft flying qualities i
• _-- _ _ut it is believed that with further study and the
of _levator feedback these problems may be overcome, i
Mechan_tion of the system on a full scale aircraft presents I
no major problems. Spoiler and flap actuators which can pro-
duc_ r_es of 120-degrees per second and 80-degrees per second
resp._-i_ely will be required for the task. Some additional
study is required to determine an optimum configuration and J
location for tho angle of attack sensor. I
!
I
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I < 5 MODAL SUPPRESSION AND AEROELASTIC STABILITY AUGMENTATION
";
? {-. .1 __aCKGROUNDANDOBJECTIV S
! '• .. The concept of using swashplate feedback for modal suppression
and stability augmentation in tilt rotor aircraft is attractive
for a number of reasons wich are listed below.
O Benefits: 1. Comfort. The mass distribution of a typical
: tilt rotor aircraft such as the M222 (i.e., large mass con-
! {; centration at the wing tips) is such that a responsive or
i_ _ _ _ lightly ddmped wing mode may result in an uncomfortable
i i i, level of cabin vibration at the wing frequency. Cabin acce-
7 lerations will be of the order of 50% of wing tip accelera-
: 1 tions in the fundmnental modes at frequencies near the body
_ frequencies of the crew. 2. Safety. While the aircraft
I
_ will be built, under current design philosophy, with adequate
_ margins of stability, the presence of a correctly designed
L.
modal suppression system would increase margins to the point
'ii
, . where loss of wing stiffness due to partial structural fail-
f, ures would not be catastrophic. 3. Advanced Configurations.
, I • Development of successful and reliable modal suppression and
I_ _eroelastic stability augmentation systems would open up
the path to more advanced design concepts. Currently wing
" [_ design is constrained by stiffness requirements associated
with the stability of wing/pylon/rotor dynamic interactions
I! and this has associated penalties in weight and performance.
I" Reduction of stiffness constraints would permit the use of
a thinner wing with no weight penalty.
I 113
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0 Cost: Sinc_ SAS sw_snplate actuators are already present
for the SAS and blade load alleviation system, no major
i new hardware items are involved; only sensors, which are
envisioned as accelerometer and signal conditioning avionics,
i are required additionally.
?
O Effectiveness: Rotor forces applied at the wing tip are
highly effective in forcing or damping the modes, i
* _ In the immediate future, however, the value of modal suppression
systems will lie in improvement in ride qualities in turbulent
air, and potential improvement in the fatigue life of the wing
• and blades. Studies for the SST, and operational equipment for
the B-52 have shown that feedback (modal suppression devices)
: improve the structural gust response and the aircraft ride
qualities. Studies for modal suppression of the SST may be re-
viewed in Boeing Document D3-7600-I0 and D3-7600-II. !
i
Longer term applications would address battle damage survival }
where the loss of wing stiffness due to partial destruction
i would be compensated for by feedback. I
¢
I In a new generation of aircraft reliance on feedback might be
proposed as the primary source of aeroelastic stability.
5.2 RATIONAL OF CURRENT STUDY
The study presented below concentrates on the use of swashplate I
i
I feedback to augment the damping in the wing vertical bending I
i mode characteristics of the Boeing Vertol M222 Tilt Rotor
Aircraft are used for the investigation. This Ii
114 I
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i {;_'_" mode was selected, (rather than the whirl flutter mode for
_}_" ! example), because its response has a more direct asscciation
_ ._ with near term applications. Also test data in relation to
_ I wing bending mode suppression was to be acquized and the
_ _nalytical conclusions could be checked against test data.
_ For a tilt rotor aircraft with a soft in-plane rotor, the
_ ,_ .._i wing vertical bending mode has been shown to be important
;; , from several aspects:
_ .- O gust response
_ ! 0 aircraft weight
0 air resonance.
, _ If response in the wing vertical bending mode could be altered
or suppressed, improvement in the above categories could be
made. Swashplate feedback has been proposed as a means
i for vertical bending modal suppression. Investigation of
this feedback has proceeded in three distinct segments:
:]
_ 0 initial investigations with a simplified system concept(j
0 introduction of actual hardware characteristics and
: '
refined approach to optimizationP
:" 0 proposed use of a "wobbling" swashplate to obtain maximum
effectiveness in suppressing the vertical bending mode.
Initial investigations were primarily exploratory in nature
1
to determine what could be done to improve wing vertical[" I
I ( bending response. As shown in Figure 5.1, a perfect feedback
I
loop was envisioned. Filtering, actuator dynamics or sensor
dynamics were not been considered. Results were encouraging
115
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FIGURE 5.1. SCHEMATIC OF SIMPLIFIED AEROELASTIC
_TABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM.
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:: and lead the research to the second phase of study.
..... _,_ _ _f the _tudy used the system ot Figure 5.2.
This was felt to be fully representative of an actual hardware
_: system. Representation of filters, actuators, sensors and phase/
shifters were made using actual frequency response calibrations.
_ A1 and B1 feedback signals were assumed to be in phase. In
this system a more refined approach was taken with special
consideration to possible trouble spots. If trouble was located,
"fixes" were proposed and evaluated. Four different styles of
x_=_._.., were evaluated:
O acceleration feedback with bandpass filter and
phase shifter
O acceleration feedback without filter and
%
phase shifter
O rate feedback
O position feedback
The above systems were synthesized and analyzed using the
combined tools of Bode analysis and root locus plots. The sys-
tems were evaluated with all the wing fundamental structural
modes present, but not rigid body freedoms, since it was planned
to measure thc analytical predictions against data generated
: testiDg a cantilevered wing/rotor system in the NASA-Ames
40x80-foot w_nd tunnel.
In a third phase of the study a system using a "wobbling" swashplltu
and a possible research progr_, is discussed. It is believed that
1973021279-152
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• this style system would make most useful effect of available
<,
I cyclic pitch. With this viewpoint the advantages and dis-
_ advantages of the system are specified.
_ 5. 3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR MODAL SUPPRES _ON STUDIES
/ _ . A windmilling rotor semi-span cantilevered model was used
_ as the basis for each of the studies. Included in the model
were blade flap and lag degrees of freedom represented by
_ coning and cyclic modes of the rotor. Fully coupled wing
_ vertical bending, chord and torsion modes were included.
; Figures 5.3 and 5.4 define the frequency and damping spectrum
for the model with the rotor spinning at 386 RPM. There were
slight differences in the math model for the initial studies
which reflected the differences between the 1/9 scale model
and the 26-foot rotor full scale test.
There is a high degree of confidence that the mathematical
model is representative of the physical system desired.
! Figures 5.5 through 5.10 show the correlation of the mathe-
t
matical model analysis with actual test results. Note the
high degree of correlation for the wing vertical bending
mode. Attempts to excite the other modes were not very
: _ successful, as anticipated, which was one of the reasons for
, _',: selecting the vertical bending mode for study
i The mathematical model of the feedback system provides six
degrees of freedom which have the flexibility to represent
i nearly anything the analyst would desire in the way of transfer
a
functions. A detailed description of the feedback capability
119
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MODEL"222 FULL SCALE ROTOR TEST IN NASA
i' AMES 40 X 80 FOOT TUNNEL: FULL STIFF WING
t ;
_ O MEASURED DAMPING AT i00 KTS
_':i _. --PREDICTED DAMPING AT i00 KTS
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• FIGURE 5.6. CO[_RELATION OF PREDICTED AIR RESONANCE MODE
DAMPING AND MEASURED DAMPING OF THIS MODE
DUllING TEST. V = 100 KNOTS.
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FIGURE 5.8. CORRELATION OF PREDICTED AIR RESONANCE MODE
[' DAMPING AND MEASURED DAMPING OF TI_IS M_n_, URING TEST. V = !40 KNOTS AND 1.' :_TS.
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FIGURE 5.10. CORRELATION OF PREDICTED AIR RESONANCE MODE
DAMPING AND MEASURED DAMPING OF THIS MODE
I DURING TEST. V = 192 KNOTS AND 200 KNOTS.
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_. is contained in Boeing Document D210-I0435-I, Flying Qualities
_" and Aeroelastic Stability Analysis - C-48 User's Document
L_ .... •
_, A high degree of confidence also exists in the validity of the
, _ feedback modelling as will be illustrated by correlation in
_ Paragraph 5.5.1•
s.4 EXP O TI SUDIES
?
_. During the initial work to augment the damping in the wing
vertical bending mode, four parameters Were felt to be
; important.
< 0 feedback signal
0 cyclic azimuth position
O feedback loop gain
" , 0 feedback loop time constant,
To better understand the general problem each one of these
_ parameters was studied in an elementary manner. The effect
on the wing vertical bending mode was noted along with the
effect on the wing torsion mode. The block diagram of the
, _ feedback system is given in Figure 5.1.
&
Since the purpose of this system was to increase damping
I in the wing vertical bending mode, the obvious choice for a
feedback signal was wing tip velocity. Experience with SAS
systems and general background knowledge of feedback control
p
systems indicated that damping may be increased in a mode by
feeding back the rate of change of the modal deflection -
wing tip vertical velocity. At the time it was felt to be
unnecessary to investigate other feedback signals. (More i
128 I
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_ _ _out this in Section 5.5).
: -, Cyclic azimuth position was the second parameter to be
considered. It was felt that there was an optimum orientation
of the hub forces and moments which would yield the most
:. : damping in _e wing vertical bending mode without dest_ilizing
other modes. Orientatlon of the h_ forces and moments was
obtained by inputting various _%ounts of A 1 and B1 cyclic
?;_ pitch (Figure 5. ii) per unit fee_ack signal. Thus, by
7 _J
;i _ _ , varying the ratio of A1 to B1 the force _d moment orientation
t
' was moved aro_d the azimuth. It was s_sequently realized
that this procedure also controlled the net phase of the
, fee_ack signal. To investigate azimuth variation effect,
carpet plots with A1 and B 1 gain variations were made.
%
Feedback loop gain was expected to control the level of damping
attained. The g_in was therefore increased until either the
damping no longer increased or some other mode was driven
,
unstable. As discussed below, the torsion mode was driven
unstable and thus defined the maximum level of gain.
Feedback loop tim_ constants (T) of 0., .05 and .I seconds
were investigated te yield some insight into the effect of
J actual feedback system hardware (actuators, sensors, etc.)
on the dynamics of the overall system. These values of _ were
chosen because experience indicated that control system time
[ constants varied between .05 and .I seconds.
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FIGURE 5.11. SIGN CONVENTION FOR AEROELASTIC
STABILITY INVESTIGATIONS !
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I Several different ar_as of the flight envelope were explored
!i " to evaluate the effect of different velocity and RDM combin-
ations. Majcr emphasis was placed on the cruise flight
I conditions (386 RPM; i00, 150 and 200 knots) and some study
/ has been made of corner conditions of the flight envelope.
I Discussion of the individual conditions follows•
5.4.1 Discussion of Results of Initial Study
• I Perfect feedback (T = 0.0 seconds) was evaluated for the
• I flight conditions of 386 RPM, 100 knots and 386 RPM, 200
knots. Variations in A1 and B1 gain were made and the only
_" I modes signifi_dntly effected +_ere the wing vertical bending
i and wing torsion modes (Figures 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.1_).
Gains are expressed in degrees of cyclic per foot per second.
I Significant increases in wing vertical bending damping are
seen in both conditions. At maximum gain at 100 knots 32%
_ i critical damping is achieved; at 200 knots 80% critic_]
+ I damping is achieved. However, _t these gains the win 9
torsion mode is driven unstable in bo_h ca_6s. Figures 5.16
: I and 5.17 define the gain envelope for stability of both the
+'+ wing vertical bending and torsion modes. Using this criteria
_ I the designer may pick values of gain which give him a satis-
I factory solution For instance at 200 knot values of a = 4
+ • •
and b = -.4 yi_ d a decrease in torsion damping from 1.8% to
I .9% but a dramatic increase in ve2tical bending dampi_g fromabout 1% to 20%• If a furthec increase in dam_[ng is required
in the vertical bending mode and it is desired to have no
P
I,+
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_: effect on the wing torsion mode a more complex analysis must I
!_ be performed as discussed in Section 5.5. I5.4.2 Ideal System With First Order Time Lag
_ Control system time constants were evaluated at the flight I
_ condition of 386 RPM and 150 knots. Figures 5.18, 5.19, 5.20
, _ and 5.21 show the effect of gain at time constants of .05 and
_ 0.i seconds on the wing vertical bending and torsion modes.
Stability root migration with gain is much the same as with
_ zero time constant; however, as seen in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 I
the effect of t_me constant is to reduce effectiveness. The
vertical bending mode is more affected by • than the torsion I
T
mode. Damping is decreased i1% in the vertical bending mode
• : while there is only a .5% change in the wing torsion mode.
: Since there is such a large variation in the modal response !
" of interest it behooves the analyst to carefully evaluate
the dynamic characteristics of each piece of system hardware I¢
t
and include this information in his math model, i
' ! 5.4.3 Variations With RPM
•• _ Evaluation of the feedback system at 500 RPM and i00 knots I
t
was made (Figures 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26). Feedback with zero
_ time constants was investigated for a range of A1 and B1 gain. I
The results are similar to those at 386 RPM and indicate no I
drastic changes in system operations with RPM.
An extreme 200 RPM condition was investigated at velocities I
of i00 and 200 knots (Figures 5.27 through 5.32). The same
trends are evident here as at 386 RPM and 500 RPM. The gain I
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"_i;{ envelope (Figures 5.29 and 5.32> ar_ a little larger, I
but e_ibit the same general shape. A total gain envelope forthe portions of the flight envelope investigated is shown in i
• _i Figure 5.33. Assuming a time const_t of ,05 seconds and a Idesire to maintain a minim_ of 1% critical damping in the
_ . _ torsion mode the optimum gain would be a = .4 and b = -.75 I
yielding a vertical bending mode damping of i1% at 150 knots.
From this explorato_ study it was concluded that rate feedback
!showed great potential for adding damping go the wing vertical
2
bending mode. There were several areas which needed further [
investigation:
,. 0 other feedback sisals I
0 effect of actual hardware dynamics
0 inst_ilities in other modes _d corrective action, ! -
The second portion of the study investigated these parameters
using a refined optimization approa_,
' 5.5 S_ITHESIS OF AN OPTIMIZED SYSTEM ACCOUNTING FOR HARDWA_ I
COMPON,ENT' D_N_AMICS 1
Using the lessons learned from the initial studies _e approach
to _e fee_ack system synthesis was refined and a more I
detailed study was _dert_en. Specific addition_ to _e I
_al_ses were
0 refined approach to cyclic azimuth selection I
0 inclusion of actual hardware dynamics
0 shaping _d filtering of feedback signal. I
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I Instead of selecting the cyclic azimuth position on the basis
of the stability roots which reflect the magnitude and phase I
of the control force, azimuth position was chosen on a magnitude
I
basis only and phase controlled if by pha_e shaping.
necessary
Determination of the azimuth which yields maximum response in |I
wing vertical bending was accomplished by calculating the Bode
diagrams for a rosette of azimuth positions. Azimuth location I
% which yielded the largesG response at the wing vertical bending
: frequency was chosen as the feedback control setting.
Since system lags have a significant effect on the level of I?
damping achievable, it is clear that inclusion of actual system
hardware response characteristics would improve the quality of
any conclusions drawn about modal suppression feedback systems.
{ The model therefore used characteristics from the 26-foot rotor
set up tested in the 40x80-foot NASA-Ames tunnel. These include:
0 actuator dynamics
O sensor transfer functions
O swashplate control rod stiffnesses I
Other pieces of hardware in the feedback loops had frequency I
characteristics which would not affect operation of the feed- |
back system (i.e., their break frequency was much higher than I
any other frequency in the system).
The basic feedback sensor was an accelerometer mounted on the I
i nacelle in such a manner as to sense wing tip v_rtical accelo- I
ration. The position selected was nodal in the torsion mode.
'
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"_ Acceleration, rate and position feedback were evaluated by
_. shaping the accelerometer aiqnals to det_ine if tne _n_,,_,'e
:ii_''. choice of rate feedback was correct. Rate and position feedback
_': signals were obtained by integrating, the acceleration signal
_. once and twice respectively (see Figure 5.2). The capability
_ for filtering and pha_a _hiftinq was made available to atten-
d! _ uate modes which might go unstable (e.g., the wing torsion
I
_ _ mode) or shift the phase at the vertical bending frequency to
_ } I get a pure position, rate or acceleration signal.
7 _ A rosette of cyclic azimuth positions were run fo_ various
flight conditions (rpm and velocity variations) and Bode dia-
_ grams plotted. From these the azimuth position (_rot) was
chosen which yielded the largest response in the wing vertical
• { bending mode. It was _rot = 60 degrees and is shown in Figure
'_ 5.34. F.gures 5.35, 5.36, and 5.37 show the Bode plots J,_r
the acceleration signal for _rot = 60 degrees. The plots for
, _ _. the remaining rpm and velocity conditions may be viewed in
_ Boeing Document Dl60-10019-1, Pretest Calculation of Open Loop
_ Fre_uenc_ Response and Stability of High Rate and Low Rate
!
_ ! Swash_late Feedback S_stems of. M222 26-Foot Rotor Test. The
plots in this doc_tent have had a bandpass filter add gd to them.
The filter is defined in the document.
With the chosen azimuth position several different syster,_s were
evaluated. For each system the hardware dynamics were included
I In the Bode plots and the gain-phase relationships evaluated
to determine the need for phase shifting or filtering.!
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._. REV. A
.2 _"" 5.5.1 Acceleration Feedback
_ Acceleration feedback was the first to be evaluated because
preliminary model testing had already indicated that useful -
I _ improvement could be obtained with this system. On the block
_:_ diagram of Figure 5.2, it is the loop without integrators.
_ Figures 5.35, 5.36, and 5.37 shows the Bode plots for accelera-
_ tion feedback at 386 RPM and 100 knots, 150 knots, and 200 knots
On a Bode plot instability is indicated when the phase is 180 I
degree_ and the gain is 0 dB or greater; however, if the gain
is to be increased the 180-degree crossing shoula be of concern. I
_,'
In each velocity case there is a 180-degree crossing at approxi-
mately 9 cps which for the mathematical model being evaluated
•] is the wing torsion mode - the mode which went unstable in the I
" '_ simplified case. A fourth order narrow bandpass filter was
i put in the system to eliminate instabilities. Bode plots I
i for the system with the filter are shown in Figures 5.38, 5.39, Iand 5.40. This akes care of stability at highe and lower fre-
quencies. The phase at 2.2 cps was not satisfactory and was
shifted by 90-degrees using a phase shift network and the loop
was closed. Stability root variation %_ith gain is shown in I
_ Figures 5.41, 5 42, and 5.43 In the best case the wing
vertical bending damping was increased from 1.5% to 17%. This Ii
system was installed and tested on the 26-foot rotor in the Ames
i tunnel. Figures 5.44 and 5.45 show excellent correlation for Ithe Bode analysis and the effect of gain on vertical bending
I damping. This correlation raises the confidence level in the I
program and leads us to believe that our physical representation
_ of the feedback system is correct
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L I REV. APost-test anal_sis of the system indicated that possibly use
of acceleration feedback was not the most efficient method to
:_ increase stability, so rate and position feedback were evaluatedi'
|" : analytically.
i _ 5.5.2 Rate Feedback!.
& . The second system evaluated was a rate feedback system. As
* _ seen in the Bodes of Figures 5.46, 5.47, and 5.48, the 180-
._ { degree crossing occurs when the gain is well down from the
'_ vertical bending peak at 2.25 cps. At test 40 dB separate the
:" two. There are no filtering requirements to ensure stability.
The only filter required may De on the accelerome5er to remove
excess noise. This filter will have a high break frequency
and will not affect the system response. Stability roots were
't
run for the system and appear on the root loci of Figures 5.49
t and 5.50 for I00 and 200 knots. A damping ratio of .33 was
,' achieved at a gain of .762 deg/ft/sec without degrading the
, other stability roets_ It therefore appears that this system
}. can be more effective than the acceleration system and permits
simpler signal shaping.
5.5.3 Position or Deflection Feedback
The last feedback system to be evaluated was a position 3ystem.
i With _is system it was hoped to raise the frequency of a
given mode and thus postpone or eliminate a resonance condition.[
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in Figure 5.47. Aeroelastic Stability Augmentation System
Open Loop Frequency Response -
Rate Feedback - 150 Knots
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Figure 5.48. Aeroelastic Stability Augmentation System I
Open Loop Frequency Reipon-e -
Rate Feedback - 200 Knots I
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_ _%1_" • Consider the frequency spectrum of Figure 5.3. If the wing
;_ _°_ I vertical bending frequency could be raised to 3 cps without
i _ degrading other modes the coalescence of frequencies known
_ I as air resonance could be postponed until approximately 400
" |!_ knots. Then from a dynamics point of view the flight envelope
_ has been widened. Evaluation of the system consisted of
_i examining the Bode plots (Figures 5.51, 5.52, and 5.53) and
: calculating the stability roots. From the Bode plots there
_ appear to be two 180-degree crossings which may cause trouble.
The crossing at 13 cps does not seem to be troublesome
because of the dB level being far enough down, however, the
" !. crossing at 2.3 cps is a problem and the vertical bending
:. mode will go unstable at higher values of gain. Stability
, _ roots were run to see if the system went unstable before a
,
_ desired level of frequency was reached (Figures 5 54 and 5.55)
The root locus shows that high levels of gain are required and
!' that the roots go unstable very quickly.
9
_,' In summary _t is seen that a system based on a rate signal is
i: effective and less troublesome from the point of view of signal
shaping than an acceleration based system. The posit_on system
li could only be expected to be effective very near a stability
boundary, so that for purposes of suppression of a basically
I'
_ stable but lowly damped mode,rate feedback should be chosen.
U
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Figure 5.51. Aeroelastlc Stability Augmentation System J
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Figure 5.53. Aeroelastic Stability Augmentation System
Open Loop Frequency Response -
Position Feedback - 200 Knots I
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5 6 PREDICTION FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENTt , " REV. A|> :, The important difference between the exploratory analysis
: I (section 5.4) and the more refined analysis of Section 5.5
.'_ lies in the fact that in the first approach the azimuth is used
;_ I to control the system phase relationships, while it, the second,
) _ force level rather than phase is the criterion for azimuth se-
, iection. Hence, An _erms of effectiveness of the system per
: _.i • degree of cyclic control authority, the second approach is better:
I
:_' the first system is compromised from the start since some of
' _ i the authority is being used to control phase instead of gene-
rating force.| Following this line of thought it is clear that a still better
I system may be defined if the available authority is used to gene--
rate force only in the direction which is effective. To accomp-
I fish this the concept _ swashplate "wobble" or phasing between
%
_ the A1 and B1 feedback signals must be introduced.
Under static conditions the direction of hub force and moment
i _ may be controlled completely by selection of the proper ratio
I A1 and BI. This ratio may be, and frequently is, expressed as
a unique axis direction or azimuth about which the swashplate
tilts. When dynamic situations are considered it is highly re-
I strictive to continue to think in terms of azimuth since it
imposes the constraint of zero phasing between the A1 and B1
_I signals.
i The question then arises whether the introduction of relative
phasing between the A1 and B1 signals can be beneficial in a
I dynamic system such a¢ those for modal suppression discussed
above. To address this question the behavior of the hub forces
I
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. • resulting from a swashplate oscillation will be discussed I
_ more in detail.
' It is now known from analysis and test that when the swashplate I
is given a pitch or yaw oscillation of constant amplitude the |resulting oscillatory normal force and side force are phased
relative to the swashplate motion and to each other. This I
means that there is no combination of A 1 and B1 which can be
i represented by an azimuth angle which will provide normal I
force only. Hence, unless special steps are taken some
proportion of the authority is dissipated in side force. I
The special steps involve phasing the B1 and A 1 feedback I
signals with respect to each other as derived below.
Stating this in a convenient mathematical form
Normal force due to A 1 _ AI(I + i Tan _i ) I
Side force due to A 1 _ AI(I + i Tan #2 )
Similarly I
Normal force due to BI-BI(I + I Tan _2 )
Side force due to BIEBI(I + i Tan _I )
Where AI, B1 are amplitude of pitch and yaw cyclic
i oscillations I
#I is phase cf NORMAL FORCE WITH RESPECT TO A I
_2 is phase of SIDE FORCE WITH RESPECT TO A 1 I
The net side force is given by I
Fy - AI(I + i Tan _2 ) + B1 (i + i Tan %1)
For Fy = 0 I
184 I
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• _ A 1 = _ 1 + i Tan ¢i
_:" _ii I + i Tan ¢2
2.*: Hence the condition of Fy = 0 is fulfilled when the
|
_ relative amplitude
_ A 1 = 1 + Tan 2 ¢I
4 I "- -
B1 1 + Tan 2 ¢2 .
I And the phase of A relative to B i
_} -I Tan ¢2 -Tan ¢1
l 8 I Tan
_. I + Tan ¢i Tan ¢2
!, = (¢2-¢i)
This means that a swashplate motion is identified which does
I not produce any side force, but generates additional normal
force. That is, if normal force and side force produced by a
, l swashplate oscillation have a phase angle 8 with respect to
] each other, then imposing this -_ame phase angle on the A 1 and
i. I B1 swashplate motions fed back will effectively reduce the
side force to zero. An investigation of the additional
I effectiveness released by utilizing the swashplate motion to
produce only normal force was not possible within thescope
l of the present contract, but it is clea_ from the above analy-
sis that determination of this factor is a matter of tedious
l but elementary manipulation.
I In physical terms thl8 means that the feedback system should
be designed to produce a wobble in the swashplate rather than
I a ro_"_t:on about one unique azimuth axis, In terms of hard-
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_ ware, the only requirement is that independent phase
: shifting networks be provided for the A1 and B1 channels
_ _ instead of a single device as envisioned in the earlier
_: discussions.
5.6.2 Adva1._ages of Phased or Wobbling Swashplate Control
k
, _ Immediately identified advantages of phased swashplate control
are as follows:
• _ O The fullest use is made of the permitted authority
cf the system.
O Unwanted siae forces are eliminated. In the studies
and tests made to date these ha,,e not proved to be a
problem; however, it is not difficult to envision
a situatlon where side force would stimulate nacelle
%
yaw and possibly introduce new instabilities. Gener-
ating only the force specific to the particular mode
whose damping is to be increased removes this
f potential problem.
5.7 CONCLUSIONS
• ,
A number of different approaches are possible in designing a
swashplate feedback system for modal suppression or d_mping
i augmentatlon. The differences lie in the control of phase
!
and direction of the forces generated by the system. At the
simplest level,the best azimuth angle for the swashplate is
found with no speclal a¢count taken of the direction of forces
generated. At the second level, tbe swashplate angle is
186
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_" selected to produce maximum force level in the direction of).
I the mode, and the phase angle is then controlled electronically
_) In the most efficient system which eliminates potential side
effects and makes optimal use of system authority, the swash-
plate is given a controlled precession or wobble by intro-
_ ducing a phase angle between the pitch and yaw co_ands. The
_ I difference in cost between the three systems is minimal since
only signal conditioning is involvedl hence, any practical
. application of feedback for modal ' _pression should use the
,, phased swashplate control principle.
l
7
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'' 6 BLADE TRANSIENT LOADS IN HOVER
•/ 6.1 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES |
i The blade loading discussed in Section 3 arises from skewed
_ flow conditions, and may be alleviated by the application of
_,, cyclic pitch in appropriate amounts. In hover,a different
_ type of loading is caused by the rise of cyclic pitch to
!_ control the aircraft: this produces coriolis blade loads in
_ the steady state and transient blade response as a result of I
S
rapid application of cyclic. There is at present no indi-
cation that blade transients generated by cyclic are a
_ problem, as borne out by experience on hingeless rotor heli- I
copters such as the BO-105. Nevertheless, i+ is of interest |
to know whether response in the blade modes may be attenuated |
!
' _ by the use of feedback control through the swashplate, as an
v, w
_ alternative to the more commonly used 63 and _2 types of i
mechanical feedback coupling. This type of coupling derives |
£ !
its effectiveness by changing the blade frequency character-
istics and would not be admissible for use in a hingeless .i{ rotor of optimized design.
The principal restriction of kinematical coupling is that the i
change in blade angle proportional to blade flap or lag are
• I
also in phase with the variable to be modified. Swashplate
\
feedback is not so restricted since rates of blade flap or I
lag may be sensed and this type of signal,when fed back,is
equivalent to the addition of damping. The ability to augment I
!
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:[ I damping in the blade modes without significantly affecting
_ I the frequency characteristics would be an advance in the
? m
:_ _; state-of-the-art which might prove valuable in the future.
_o To examine the feasibility of such an accomplishment a
[' I limited exploratory study was made to determine if feedback
c
] _ would be an efficient method to increase the damping in the
_ leadilag mode. The study was conducted in two stages:
. _ o system sensing ideal signal, i.e., blade
lead-lag rate[
t
_] _? O system sensing hub in-plane velocity.
Although the investigation did not delve deeply into signal
q,
_ shaping and the optimum configuration, the conclusions drawn
i
.. are encouraging and indicate that should the requirement arise,
, _ _ a practical system to augment blade damping can be designed
r using cyclic feedback.
6 .2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
_ !_ The mathematical model used was representative of the symmetrical
. degrees of freedom of a tilt rotor aircraft in hover. Blade
, _ flap and lag modes as well as wing vertical bending, chord,
_: and torsion were included in the model. Representation of
the wing elastic modes and the rotor characteristics is
II similar to the Model 222 tilt rotor aircraft.
Feedback loop characteristics have been represented by
_i transfer functions of control system hardware which have been
|" determined theoretically or by test.
189
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:_ 6.3 EVALUATION OF SYSTEM SENSING IDEAL SIGNAL
In order to determine a maximum boundary of damping that I
_ _ could be put into the lead-lag mode: the rate of the mode
m
itself was fed back into the cyclic command. It was I
:i I{
recognized that this was hardly the basis for a practical
. system, nevertheless, the results of this study establish
criteria for more practical systems. From the block diagram I
of Figure 6.1, one can see the operation of the system. Blade
lead-lag velocity is sensed and filtered through a low-pass I
filter with a break frequency at 2 cps. The filter was I
chosen so that signals of higher frequency than (R-_L) would |
be attenuated. The filtered cyclic was then fed back through
the cyclic actuators in such a manner as to have the maximum |
cyclic blade angle occur at either 45-degrees or 225-degrees. I
These two azimuths were chosen to yield a cursory idea of the I
I
proper quadrant in which maximum blade angle should occur.
Results of the study may be reviewed on Figures 6.2, 6.3, and I
6.4. Figure 6.2 indicates that an azimuth of 225-degrees is
I
the proper choice to increase damping in the (_-_L) mode. I
Over the gain range investigated, the damping was increased I
from 2% critical to 13% critical - a significant improvement
in terms of structural damping. Root migration with gain I
is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Note that the path of the I
roots indicates that pure rate feedback is not being obtained |
(pure rate feedback is characterized by a root migration that n|
19o |
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7 _. follows an arc with the radius centered at the origin). In
!_t _ fact, there is a phase shift which, if removed, would enable
greater values of critical damping to be obtained at lesser
_[ values of gain. Degradation of the aircraft characteristics
- f
,_w ,,
_:',- - is noted in the root associated with the aircraft pitch
;' • |!
!_*\' degree of freedom. As the gain is increased to the maximum
_ I investigated an approximate 30% reduction in the pitch
-,._ attitude damping coefficient was observed. This is an un-
'_i I desirable by-product which can be eliminated by the proper
"' design of a band-pass filter.
C Although the study only entered into limited detail, a
I significant increase in damping was observed, and it is
clear that refinement of azimuth position, phasing and
"_: 1 filtering would enable further increases in damping to be
- obtained.
I 6.4 EVALUATION OF SYSTEM SENSING HU B IN-PLANE VELOCITY
_' I The study then proceeded to a system using hub in-plane
_ velocity as the feedback signal. Representative actuator
I and filter transfer functions were used to give some feel
for the practical aspects of the probl_m. _ub in-plane
I velocity was selected because the (_-u L) mode of the blade
I will produce deflections in the plane of the rotor and there
is, therefore, some expectation that this signal will produce
I a similar result when fed b_ck. An accelerometer was mounted
!
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on the hub Jn a manner to sense hub in-plane acceleration.
-%
._,. This signal was integrated to obtain hub in-plane velocity and
filtered through a low-pass filter (break frequency at 2 cps)
:" to attenuate the high frequency signals. Four azimuth
U
- positions were evaluated: 45-degrees, 124-degrees, 225-degrees, l
!
and 304-degrees.
i. °
; From the evaluation of each of these azimuth positions it was i
: hoped to define the proper quadrant for azimuth position and
to obtain a feeling for the optimum gain range. Figures 6.5
through 6.10 delineate the results of the study. For all
azimuth positions and gains the s]stem appeared to be very
ineffective in augmenting the damping of the (n-_ L) mode.
There was a strong effect on the pitch attitude and a coupled
vertical bending mode which can be el. minated by proper%
filtering. The investigation was _uspended at this point.
It is believed that with further refinement the design of
the feedback loops (with strict attention to the phase re-
lationships) a significant increase in the damping could be
4
obtained.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
--
Damping in the lower lead-lag mode (D-_L) may be increased by
the use of feedback as shown by the results for the ideal
system studied. Design of system for operational use will |
entail further study of sensors, signals and feedback loops.
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_ 7. THRUST MANAGEMENT AND ROTOR GOVERNING FEEDBACK SYSTEMS
_'_ 7.1 BACKGROUND
" 4%:
•"_'"I Although the study of governing systems was not specifically
_, a part of the work statement of this contract, the study of
•, feedback systems to minimize aircraft response to axial gusts
C'
-_ _ was included in the statement of work. Since the rotor and
!
_, aircraft response to axial gusts can be completely changed by
• _ changes in governing systems, and in fact the governor can
:',. itself be the feedback system to minimize gust response, it
_. was necessary to study the governing system as a whole.
:_ i. This section therefore addresses the problems associated with
_ the design of a thrust management and rotor governing system
,.. for a tilt rotor aircraft with large diameter flexible rotors
_ which are lightly loaded in cruise. The power plants are
located clo_e to the rotors and cross shafting is provided so{
_ _ that a single power failure can be accommodated.
[:
_ In a helicopter, rapid response to pilot demand for changes in
thrust is of paramount importance to permit accurate height
_: control in hover and neaz vertical flight. This requirement
[; has resulted in helicopters with direct pilot control of collec-
tive pitch, with the governor maintaining rpm by governing
I }i fuel flow. In a turboprop airplane, the pilot wants to be
. able to demand a fixed power, (e.g. max power throughout take-
I i off, or normal rated power throughout climb) and soturboproP203
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• airplanes give the pilot direct control of power (fuel flow)
_ and the governor maintains rpm by governing blade pitch.
A V/STOL aircraft such as a tilt rotor which flies in both I
helicopter and fixed wing modes needs to meet both of these
requirements, so that eith_.r both types of governing systems I
must be installed with some changeover from one to the other
as flight mode is varied, or one system must be made to meet I
i satisfactorily the requirement of al_ regimes of flight. I
Use of pilot demand of collective in cruise is considered un-
acceptable because the extreme sensitivity of power to collec- I
tive pitch in this regime appears to make it impractical to I
give the pilot adequate control sensitivity. Installation of
• two separate systems is undesirable from the point of view
of complexity and pilot work loa_.
Adaptation of the fixed wing airplane system of power demand Iand collective governing to the helicopter mode can be achieved
by making a mechanical demand for collective pitch coincident I
i with the power demand and having the governor perform only a
trimming function on the mechanically demanded collective. I
Such a system is used on the Canadair CL-84, and ham received I
favorable pilot comment. This system has therefore been selec-
ted for tilt rotor. I
204 |
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...."- 7.2 STUDY APPROACH
t
"_, m The study uses three methods Of evaluation:
}; 0 outer loop response
_'x I 0 gust response
I Inner loop response concerns the RPM response when separated
_ from the aircraft rigid body modes; that is, the aircraft is
restraine_ from moving longitudinally, laterally, vertically
_ and in pitch, roll or yaw. Pertinent structural modes and
_, blade elastic modes remain in the model (See Appendix A for
?_ I description of math model). Use of this method simplifies the
_) studies and allows the analyst to evaluate the governor only.
_ In the outer loop response all inner loop degrees of freedom
I are maintained and the aircraft rigid body modes of interest
r
_. are added to the model. With this technique the analyst knows
! I _ the governor oharacteristics from the inner loop response and:; can concentrate on evaluating the effect on aircraft flying
}: qualities (stloh as dutch roll response in cruise or vertical
response in hover). Gust response evaluation uses the outer
loop model and "hits" it with a gust of known magnitude and
shape. Time history responses are obtained and effeot of the
governor on aircraft ride qualities and structural response
may be evaluated.
I Using these techniques of evaluation three governor configura-
tions were studied:
I 205
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0 single governor with one sensor (Figure 7.1) I
O dual independent governors (Figure 7.2)
O single governor with sensors on each rotor (figure 7.3)
Two modes of operation were considered for each governor. The !
all operational mode (i.e., all aircraft components operational i
and performing as designed) and the cross-shaft failure mode
(i.e., the cross-shaft connecting the two rotors has been i
severed and they are free to rotate independently).
The study has been divided into four sections. The first
deals with the criteria developed for evaluation of the f
governor on a tilt rotor aircraft. The second section evaluates
I
the three governor configurations and a final configuration is [
chosen. Third, the effect of the governor on aircraft flying
%
qualities is evaluated and lastly the aircraft gust response
, for conditions of no governor, fuel governor and collective I
: pitch governor are analysed.i
7,3 DESIGN CRITERIA
Governing accuracy criteria were set up, based on fixed wing i
propeller airplane experience. The crlterla u|ed weres
i
0 Maximum error of .3t within 3 seoonds
of a disturbance (
0 Maximum over0hoot of 2_ rpm in the transient
I re,.,eto a ,tepinput
|
i Fulfillment of these goals requires that the _PM variation
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_" mode has a frequency of 3 0 radians per second and a damping
_:_"..¢... coefficient of ._. These requirements should be fulfilled in I
.?
"_' the all-operational mode and the cross-shaft failure mode.
-- |
_, Flying qualities of the aircraft should not be adversely
_i affected; that is, the governor configuration should not affect i
_ the rigid body modal response in such a manner that they do Ii: not meet the applicable specification requirements. The flying
!
qualities portion of the study will concentrate on evaluating I
the effect of the governor on:
_ 0 vertical damping in hover
._: O roll damping in hover I
0 dutch roll damping in cruise
_ O phugoid damping in cruise I
i It is the goal of this study to reduce the axial _ust response I
of the rotor to a near zero level, however, if this is not
I !achievable axial accelerations of .2"g" will be tolerated for
a gust velocity of 20 fps. This level of gust response is a I
_ result of studies performed for the SST to determine objection-
able threshold gust response characteristics in cruise. I
7.4 EVALUATION OF COLLECTIVE PITCH GOVERNOR CONFIGURATIONS I
Evaluation of tho three governor configurations was performed Ito determine which would best suit the needs of a tilt rotor
aircraft. Inner loop itudies were made for all configurations I
21o |
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_ I and some limited outer loop studies were made when necessary.
I The all-operational and cross-shaft failure modes were con-4:
_ I sidered for each configuration.
7.4.1 Single Governor With One Sensor
!
i As shown in Figure 7.1, the single governor with one sensorI would sense roto RPM of either the left or r g t rotor (in
this case the right rotor) and use the error signal to drive
collective pitch for governing of both rotors. In the all-
I operational mode this governing concept is acceptable in that
I cross-shafting forces the rotors to rotate in unison and
rotor RPM is essentially identical. However, if the cross-
I shaft fails the rotoro are spinning independently; therefore,
_' only the side with the sensor is being governed. This effect
I can be seen from the stability root variation with gain of
I Figure 7.4, The root associated with the left rotor RPM is
I not affected by changing governor gain which indicates that
this rotor is not being governed. The operation depicted
I by the root is unacceptable and disqualifies this configura-
I tion from further consideration.
I 7.4.2 Dual Independent Governors
The dual independent governor configuration (Figure 7.2)
operates on each rotor separately with no inter-rotor
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; SINGLE GOVERNOR - 1 SENSOR (RT. ROTOR) %
HOVER I.N._ER LOOP
RPM FEEDBACK
"_=0.0
NO CROSS SHAFT
.... I Ill HI II
!
GAIN_RAD/RAD/SEC
J
"._ 0 .005 .01 .015
NOTE: THIS FEEDBACK HAS -- 1.0 -
NO EFFECT ON THE LEFT ROTORSTABILITY ROOTS
i- I i _-
': RIGHT ROTOR i I
._ STABILITY ROOT ---_ .5
i LE!T ROOT STABILITY ROOT--
I ° i' il J _ . __
-1.5 -I.0 -.5 0 .5
DAMPING COEFFICIENT, _(RAD/SEC) I
I
FIGURE _.4.S_NGLE GOVERNOR WITH ONE SENSOR - I
STABILITY ROOT VARIATION
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'1 coupling. Figures 7.5 through 7.9 illustrate that with the
'_i: I cross-shaft out both rotors are governed and the problem seen
with the single governor with one sensor does not appear.
,!
_ Note the triangles in Figure 7.5 showing that the presence of
" 1; the cross-shaft has no effect on the rotor rotation mode root
_ migration. The effects of RPM, integral of RPM and RPM rate
_' feedback were explored for various governor time constants
t
_ and no problems arose with other modes going unstable.
_- Although the gains chosen to evaluate this configuration were
!.
not of sufficient level to meet the error criteria, the trend_
are important to note. RPM feedback increases the damping of
_ the rotor rotation mode while keeping the natural frequency
constant (for a governor time constant of 0.0). Figure 7.7
_' illustrates this affect. Notice that the root migration
i _i follows an arc of approximately constant radius (constant
}_ natural frequency). As the roots follow the arc toward the
? negative real axis the damping ratio is increased. Also from
this figure the destabilizing effect of governor time constant
is seen. As time constant is increased th_ locus of roots is
rotated in such a manner _ that the increase in damping ratio
t
I per unit gain is decreased. Int,lgral of RPM feedback (Figure
I 7.8) increases the damped natural frequency while maintaining
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IFLIGHT CONDITION:'HOVER " "
SENSOR LOCATION ; ROTOR SHAFT I
FEEDBACK SI(_NAL • <'gTQJ% _M I
cONTrOLEL_'_,NT• S_AS_U_TE I
O_,TPUT SIGNAL ,: COLL,ECTIVE PITCH|
] I-4o GOvernor _M_. CONStanTI (s_c)
RIGHT ROTOR RPM VARIATION MODE o . rV
(LEFT ROTOR IS IDENTICAL) _'6
-20 [ "
UNSTABLE
.42
0
z STABLEH
20
g2u 06H "
40 -.06 "_)
.18
)
60
.42 180 J WITH CR(ISS
SMAF2 PRESENT
FIGURE. 7.5. INNER LOOP STABILITY VKRIATION FOR
DUAL INDEPENDENT GOVERNORS WITHOUT
, CROSS SHAFT
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_,': !FLIGHT CONDITION: HOVER
;,, SENSOR LOCATION : ROTOR SHAFT
:__. FEEDBACK SIGNAL : INTEGRAL OF RPM
_.. I' !CONTROL ELEMENT : SWASHPLATE
!i! OUTPUT SIGNAL : COLLECTIVE PITCH
RIGHT ROTOR
_:" RPM VARIATION MODE
} _.,._ (LEFT ROTOR IS IDENTICAL)
" _'_ " GOVERNOR TIME CONSTANT
_ .15 -
7_ (SEC)
. _ O O O ,a(_'7
•.. a , \...a
'_. ,Q5
e
_' i O , ....
I)
DUAL INDEPENDENT _OVERNORS W_THOUT
_. CROSS SHAFT
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I F_IG._co_Di_io_.ov !
| SENSOR LOCATION:. ROTOR SHAFT
| FEEDBACK SIGNAL[ ROTOR RPMmCONTROLELE_NTSWASHP_TE
_ ' I OUTPUT SIGNAL: COLLECTIVE PITCH
GOVERNQR GAIN (DEG/RPM)
"4 I- i. w /rob v w 'iF
_ -.42 -.18 -.06 0.0 .06 .18 .42
0.0_ .5
_ RIGHT ROTOR RPM VARIATION MODE ...¢_
(LEFT ROTOR IS IDENTICAL) 4_ .
"" GOVERNOR TIME CONSTANT
3_(SEC)
U
: NOTE: THE EFFECT OF GOVERNOR GAIN .2 !
ON BLADE MODE ROOT MIGRATION
iS SM_LI/,. "m
)
%
'l " ' ' " o |-.4 -.3 -.2 -.i 0 .IDAMPINC COEFFICIENT, _W(RAD/SEC)
FIGURE 7.7. INNER LOOP STABILITY VARIATION FOR
DUAL INDEPENDENT GOVERNOF_S WITHOUT
ICROSS SI_%FT
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• JI HI II I I i I I I "' " .
.- FLIGHT CONDITION : HOVERSENSOR L C._"IONI ROTOR Stt/_T
FEEDBACK SIGNAL: INTEGRAL OF ROTOR RPM
ICONTROL ELEMENT" SWASHPLATE
"_, : IOUTPUT SIGNAL: COLLECTIVE PITCHi I I III
_, , ' =,-GOVERNORI._ GAIN_._(DEG/DEG)__ _
.oo, oo,o -
" i
: RIGHT ROTOR
RPM VARIATION MODE
: -- (LEFT ROTOR IS IiENT
-NOTE, THEEFFECTOF _-
GOVERNOR GAIN ON III
BU_EMODEROOT III
- SM_L_LLI2_I.O
MIGRATION IS
l
GOVERNOR i
: CONSTANT (SE )
,_.
). _ L J I I I I I
,, - 8 -.6 -.4 -.: o .2
_" _" DAMPING COEFFICIENTw _(RAD/SEC)
I
, { J
! I FIGURZ 7.8. INNER LOOP STABILITY VAR ATION ,OR DUAL
i i INDEPENDENT GOVERNORS WI :HOUT CROSS SHAFT .
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FLIGHT CONDITION: HOVER J :
,_ SENSOR LOCATION: ROTOR SHAFT |
, _*.,_u,,_,,,Ko±_.,,'dAL:RuTu*_ RPI, *_'_".J
< CONTRO'E_MENT:SWAS_PUTEl
,; OUTPUT SIGNAL: COLLECTIVE PITCHI ,
GOVERNOR GAIN (DEG/DEG/SEC 2)
:. -- A _e • A A
-.007 -.003 0 .003 .007 .01
_ 1 .8• GOVERNOR TIME 2 Q I
0.0
RIGHT ROTOR RPM MODE
: (LEFT ROTOR IS IDENTICAL) _ •CX
_ ,
f, .2 _
' i
_, L i i,g. i I ,
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!
FIGURE 7.9. INNER LOOP STABILITY VARIATION FOR DUAL IINDEPENDENT GOVERNORS WITHOUT CROSS SHAFT
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, a constant level of damping coefficient (_N). Once again thei ; governor time constant is destabilizing in that the locus of
5 • "
_ roots is driven toward the unstable right half plane for
negative feedback. RPM rate feedback (Figure 7.9) decreasesh
/
A
the natural frequency and the damping coefficient. As time
constant is increased the locus of roots is rotated to be
similar to integral of RPM feedback. Analysis of these three
graphs indicates that RPM and integral of RPM feedback will be
useful in meeting the error criteria. RPM rate feedback is
not as desirable for the task at hand.
_' Results of the inner loop study as discussed above indicated
that the dual independent governor configuration could be
• ' acceptable to meet the steady state error and transient
i i. response criteria for the all-operat_onal and cross-shaft
_ failure mode. However, an earlier flying qualities study
[ (NASA Design Study) indicated _ that the dual governor config-
} ! uration could have a deleterious effect on the roll mode in
_ [ hover and the dutch roll mode in cruise. To confirm this
trend the roll and vertical translation degrees of freedom
I_ were added to the hover math model and the studies of RPM and
) integral of RPM wore repeated. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show
that adding these degrees of freedom have no effect on the
inner loop response (i.e., the inner loop root migration is
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i DUAL GOVERNOR "
_< RPM FEEDBACK
_" NO CROSS SHAFT
iiiii i i ii •
LEFT ROTOR |
]
.3
u
_ t
°_ [_Z
_0 .2
0
_ _-'°15 (
• H_l , _ -.01
_ _ ",_ _<o_ I
G=O
o , I [ !0 -= ' I
,
NOTES • I
i 1. , IS THE GOVERNOR TIME
CONSTANT IN SECONDS |
2. G IS THE GOVERNOR GAIN I
IN RAD/RAD/SEC
i "
FIGURE 7 .I0. DUAL INDEPENDENT GOVERNORS - INNER
AND OUTER LOOP STABILITY RESPONSE i
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DUAL GOVERNOR
HOVER - OUTER AND INNER LOOP STABILITY
'_ RPM FEEDBACK
_" I NO CROSS SHAFT
_: LEFT ROTOR
"' f 120% !/.
_ Z
_ _ 80 --GAIN :
_ _ _ 007
_)
-" HH
" H -.003
H _ 40
_U
-.001
_ 0
_Z
m _ STABLE 001
_ 003
_ _ 0
,007
• T=0 .i .2
_ UNSTABLE
; } -40
,
'4
I NOTES:
r
i. _ IS THE GOVERNOR TIME
i CONSTANT IN SECONDS
2. G IS THE GOVERNOR GAIN
IN RAD/RAD/SEC
f FIGURE 7.11.DUAL INDEPENDENT GOVERNORS - INNER
} AND OUTER LOOP _TABILITY RESPONSE
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i identical). Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the rotor rotation'c.
:_ and rigid body root migration. Note that in each case both I
?.
_ LJi_ nuver roll and hover vertical translation modes were
' I
_ driven less stable (i.e., the real roots move from the left
half plane toward the origin). In cruise the same type of
J
- _. ...... 1_ ...... for the dutch roll mode and phugoid mode.
" Although inner loop response for the dual independent governor
configuration is acceptable, the effect on the roll and dutch
roll modes is not and disqualifies this configuration, r
• 7.4 _ S4-g_e Governor "'_ Two Se,%sors
A schematic of the single governor with two sensors is shown
in Figure 7.3. In this configuration the RPM variation of
each rotor is sensed, the signals are averaged and coll_ctive
pitch is fed back as a function of the averaged signal. Since
! this configuration was felt to be the most likely candidate
!. for an optimum tilt rotor governor system, the fee_ack loop it
has been made considerably more complex. Senso_ dynamics
i have been added and are represented as a second order lag with
i a break frequency of 50 cps. This is a conse_va_iv_ estimate I
of sensor dynamics in that magnetic tachometers have a "nearinstantaneous" response. Actuator dynamics are representative I
I of actuators used on Bo_ing Vertol test hardware. The I -
I,
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I FIGURE 7.12.DUAL INDEPENDENT GOVERNORS - INNERAND OUTER LOOP STABILITY RESPONSE
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.: HO I_ - OUTER AND INNER LOOP STABILITY
ii! _ RPM FEEDBACK
_ , NO CROSS SHAFT
" _,. GA_N__R /_U_D |
i_ -.015 -.01 0 .005
i i iiNOTE: _ |• I. FOR PROPER SIGN OF |FEEDBACK ALL BLADE ----p--.... 1 .0
.o_,__ _ _ _II !_
2. NOTE THE SMALL EFFECT | _q " I
' ONT.E ALTITUDEAND | \
ROLLMOD_S , _ \ I
"_ ---- _-- RIGHT ROTOR -- _ • -
; ROTATION MODE -"9 R 5EFT
' "_ ROLL MODE CAL _ ROTATION
>- , [
-2.0 -1.5 -i.0 -.5 0 .5
DAMPING COEFFXCIENT, _ (RAD/SEC) g
I
FIGURE 7.13. DUAL INDEPENDENT GOVERNORS - INNER I
AND OUTER LOOP STABILITY RESPONSE
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i actuators are represented as first order lags with a time
"F I constant of .017 sec. Signal shaping has been added to the
4i" _'_ system as needed. With the addition of _e above hardware to
_ the feedback loop the governor representation is felt to be
representative of an actual governor system.
Bode plots (Appendix B) were calculated for RPM feedback in
_ | various flight conditions in the all-operational mode and theJ
;' _ I cross-shaft failure mode to determine the maximum acceptable
_ values of governor gain when designing to a 30 ° phase margin
• _ and a 6 dB gain margin° These plots are especially helpful
as w_rking tools in determining if there will be a stability
'.°
problem= With them the need for filtering and the
, filter characteristics can be easily identified. The gains
: i are shown in Figure 7.14 as a function of aircraft configura-
t
tion, velocity and RPM. Maximum gain levels indicated that
, there would be no stability problem and that the necessary
' _ governor gain level would be well within the stability bound-
_ r aries. For this reason bode plots were not calculated for
i ' integral of RPM feedback.t
I'! Figures 7.15 through 7.23 show the rotor rotation root migra-
! I tion with gain for,
O RPM and integral of RPM feedback
i i O cruise and hover modes
Y
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FIGURE 7.14. SINGLE GOVERNOR WI,¢H TWO SENSORS I
GOVE:LNOR GAIN LIMITS FOR RPM fEEDBACK
INNER LOOP STABILITY I
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I O all-operational and cross-shaft failure modes
_i I Note that in each case the governor has no effect on the anti-
_ symmetric rotation mode. Although this is not the most
_ desirable case from a purely RPM governing point of view, it
;_ I is necessary to keep the hover roll damping and the cruise
J
dutch roll damping from being degraded.
< I4 Initially, a straight p£oportional (RPM) feedback was eval-
_ _ uated (Figures 7.15, 7.].6, 7.20 and 7.21). The desired damp-
ing ratio (shaping of transient response) could be achieved
to meet the error criteria, but the natural frequency was too
i low in the hover reqime (the desired accuracy could not be
achieved) and in _e cruise configuration the rotor rotation
• roots were real with one root very small, thus yielding poor
_ transient response. To improve the accuracy in hover and
{
the transient response in cruise, integral of RPM was fed
back (Figures 7.17, 7.22 and 7.23). The gain was increased
i i until the desired natural frequency was obtained. In the
i
: hover regime and the i00 knot cruise case, it was found
necessary to have proportional as well as integral feedback
! (Figures 7.18 and 7.19) to achieve the desired accuracy and
shaping of the transient response. The table below specifies
the steady-state integral and proportional gains required to
meet the accuracy and t.ansient response goals.
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IlOVER CONFIGURATION HOVER CONFIGURATION
,, :: STEADY HOVER 20 fps CLIMB
' 551 RPM ...... 551 RPM
_" .:.. CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE CROSS SHAFT FAIL,IRE MODE
, ! _', GAINS GAINS
_ o.o93.13v.18s z,, o.o
t _" !
-i.o -.s o -i.o -.5 6
DAMPING (_N) , RAD/SEC DAMPING (&_N_, RAD/SEC
HOVER CONFIGURATION
20 fps DESCENT
551 RPM
" CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE NOTES:
GAINS I.OSYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
._ >4 OANTI-SYMMFTRIC ROTATION
"- _ • • • 1 0u MODE
o 131.19_._ _ _.THISGOVErnORCONFI_U_-
_ _ TION HAS NO EFFECT ON
1 [_ _ THE AN_I-SYMMETRIC
ROTATION MODE.
'" _ 5 OR WING) 2_ DRIVEN
I_ UNSTABLE WITH THE ABOVE
• • GOVERNOR GAIN_
4. SENSOR AND ACTUATOR
1 o "_ DYNAMICS ARE INCLUDED
_ _ a z Ia TH_MOD_L.
"-- _ 5 W_NG VE*ITICAL BENDINGi
,,, _ AS h'ELL AS PERTINENT
-I. 0 -, 5 0 BLADE MODES ARE INCLUDED
DAMPING (¢_N )' RAD/SEC
FIGHRE 7.15 SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS ROTOR ROTATION
ROOT MIGRATION WITH R,1P_IFEEDBACK
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HOVER CONFIGURATION
:, STEADY HOVER
551 RPM
_ ALL OPERATIONAL MODE
: GAIN GAIN
O0 _O -- • • • • 1 400
0.109.163.218 .5_D 0.109.163.218 _ _CX Ot
.: ROTOR SYMMETRIC _ ,j
ROTATION MODE _ _
;i • 5 20
ROTOR ANTI-SYMMETRiC
_ i / " . ____ RiTATIiN MOiE,_ _
*----= " " 0 < z 0 z
l ! _--
-1.5 -.5 0 -40_ "20 0
DAMPING COEFFICIENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
C_N), RAD/S_C (_N), RAD/SEC
HOVER CONFIGURATION
20 fps CLIMB
551 RPM
ALL OPERATIONAL MODE
! GAIN GAI_"
• 5 20
I o o
i I I III
-1.s - .s o -4o -2o 0
DAMPING COEFFiCiENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
(_w N) RAD/S_C (I;_1 RAD/SEC
i ! FIGURE 7.16a. SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS
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' I
HOVER CONFIGURATION i20 fps DESCENT
!7 CROSS SHAFT PRESENT
551 RPM
GAIN GAIN
....
0 i0.21.27 _ 0 I0.21.27
D Cx
i l I ° i
ROTOR ROTATION _ { [u CROSS SHAFT "
MODE _ m MODE
i
L 0 0 _ :
il --- i_ . I
$
-i.0 -.5 0 _40. -20. O
DAMPING (_N), RAD/SEC DAMPING (_N) , RAD/SEC
NOTES :
: i
i. This goveIL, , configuration has no
effect on "' ross shaft (anti-
symmetric, r rotation) mode.
2. No modes (ei_.ar rotor or wing) are ,l
, driven unstable with the above
_vernor gains.
3 _en _ r and actuator dynamics are
! in ::uded in the model. "
i 4. ':;ingvertical bending as well as
pertinent _Ib_e mo_ _ are included
i in the mo6_,
I
i
' I
' FIGURE 7.16b. ROTOR ROTATION ROOT MIGRATION
WITH RPM FEEDBACK
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._; HOVER CCNFIGURATION HOVER CONFIGURATION
:<, | STEADY HOVER 20 fps CLIMB
_: | 551 RPM 551 RPM
,:/. CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE
<"" GAIN GAIN
_'--{;. r-- • • . • 4U 'RPMP---• • • • 4°ZRPM.034 .034 .034 .034 _ .022 .022 .022 .022
_'%< B )RPM 0.0 .I01 .271 .474 C_D IRPM0.0 .046 .175 .306 Cx
I
u P_
, o
-' I nun I _ 3
'_' -4 -3 -2 -1 0 -4 __-3_ _-2 .... -1_ 0
;-_" DAMPING COEFFICIENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
I (_N) , RAD/SEC (_N) , RAD/SEC
HOVER CONFIGURATION
_," 20 fps DESCENT
551 RPM
i CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE
,; ;_ GAIN _ NOTES :
_ _ r'-- • • • • 4_ i. • SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
i RPM.049 .049 .049 .049 _ O ANTI-SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
'_ JRPM0 0 .147 .295 .393 _ 2. THIS GOVERNOR CONFIGURATION HAS
• -- 3 NO EFFECT ON THE ANTI-SYMMETRIC
'_O _ _ ROTATION MODE.
_ i . _ _3. NO MODES ARE DRIVEN UNSTABLE
_ - - 2 WITH THE ABOVE GOVERNOR GA,MS
, _ 4. SENSOR AND ACTUATOR DYNAMICS ARE
¢. .. INC,.UDED IN THE MODEL.
.... 1 _'5. WING VERTICAL BENDING AS WELL
_ AS PERTINENT BLADE MODES ARE_O _ INCLUDED.
0
3
-4 -3 -2 -i 0 ,
i [ FIGURE 7.17. SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS
ROTOR ROTATION RCOT MIGRATION WITH ;- RPM FEEDBACK
-&' I
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HOVER CONFIGURATION HOVER CONFIGURATION
_ STEADY HOVER 20 fps CLIMB |
_, 551 RPM 551 RPM !
CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE
GAINS _ GAINS _ |!
_- _Q ® Q • 4 z' _ C--- Q • • • 4Z
RPM 032 065 169 267 D O _PM.021 043 109 .174 _ U
• • . . . _ • . Om ,
;I_M.469.469,,469.469 __ _M,305 .30S.305305 !
i 1 1
! O m O m
•_ O_ 0
I I
-4 -3 -2 -i 0 -4 -3 -2 -i 0
DAMPING COEFFICIENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT •
(_N), RAD/SEC (_N), RAD/SEC
HOVER CONFIGURATION
20 fps DESCENT
551 RPM
CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE
l GAINS i
RPM.049 .147 .196 .245 NOTES:#
_RPM.393 .393 .393 .393 i. • SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
, O _NTI-SYMMETRIC MODE
• 2, THIS _OVE_OR CONFIGURATION
/ //, HAS NO EFFECT ON THE ANTI-, _ " SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
_" 3. NO MODES ARE DRIVEN UNSTABLE
WITH THE ABOVE GOVERNOR GAINS !
• 4. SENSOR AND ACTUATOR DYNAMICS |,
, O ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODEL
5. WING VERTICAL BENDING AS WELL
AS PERTINENT BLADE MODES ARE (
"-- ..... INCLUDED
F
-4 -3 -2 -I 0
D_4PING COEFFICIENT
(__ N) ' RAD/SEC
FIGURE 7.18. SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS !
ROTOR ROTATION ROOT MIGRATION WITH [ * RPM FEEDBACK
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" HOVER CONFIGURATION
>i J STEAD_HOVER
:v | 551 RPM
?'" GAIN ALL OPERATIONAL MODE _
_i; l GAIN
_;_ RPMf?032 .055 .169 .267 RPM.032 .065 .169 .267 z
"_' /RPMf. 475 ;RPM.475 .475 .475 475 D
v
_ • _ ROTOR ANTI-SYMMETRIC
' 2 _ ROTATION MODE
_% i _ 2_ ,
_, ROTOR SYMMETRIC z
ROTATION MODE _ s
__ Q '
-4 -3 -2 -i 0 _ -4 -3 -2 -I
_'_ DAMPING COEFFICIENT _ DAMPING COEFFICIENT
Z (_N) , RAD/SEC _ (_N) , RAD/SEC
_ HOVER CONFIGURATION
"F
;" _ 20 fps CLIMB
_, 551 RPM
_ ALL OPERATIONAL MODE
LI
:" " cO • • • 4 _ • • • t------I 4 _
RPM.021.043 .109 .174 RPM:021.043 .105 .174,,] u
3 _ 3 _.
_/ _ ROTOR ANTI-SYMMETRI_
_ 2 ROTATION MODE "
• ,, ,-4i{ 1
i I, ROTATION MODE' , ' ' 0__"_D''_-- I 0 i _
n _ JUV
DAMp_N_ CQEFFICIENT DAM_ING COEPP_C_ENT
_N), RAD/SEC _ (_wN}, RAD/SEC
i,
I 1 FIGUR_ 7.19a. SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSOI_S
.. ROTOR ROTATION ROOT MIGRATION WITH;+RPM FEEDBACK| I
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|>
HOVER CONFIGURATION
._. 20 fps DESCENT
_". 551 RPM I: ALL O ERATIONAL MODE
GAIN GAIN >4
r-" " • 3_ _ 4_ r-, • • , ] 4_[; RPM.049 .147 .246 . 3 _ RPM.049 .147 .246 .3933 m
_ I_M. 393 3 ml I I I _3_r_]R'Mro.343..,, 343,. 343.343 I
,_ _.. ROTOR ANTI-SYMMETRIC _ _'_? ROTATION MODE _/_ 2_ 9 ROTATION MODE 2 I
• fl
L, - o i o_
III I I I . I
-4 -3 -2 -i 0 -4 -3 -2 -i
DAMPING COEFFICIENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
(_N) , RAD/SEC (_N) , RAD/SEC I
_i NOTES
_ i. THIS GOVERNOR HAS NO EFFECT I
ON THE CROSS SHAFT (AN_'I-
SYMMETRIC ROTATION) MODE.
!_ 2. NO MODES ARE DRIVEN UNSTABLE IWITH THE ABOVE GOVERNOR GAINS
t
; 3. SENSOR AND ACTUATOR DYNAMICS
ARE INLCUDED IN THE MODEL. I
t
!
{
!, FIGURE, 7.19b. SINGLE GOVERNOR _ITH TWO SENSORS ROTOR ROTATION
, ROOT MIGRATION WITH _ RPM FEEDBACK
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i.l
_, CRUISE CONFIGURATION CRUISE CONFIGURATION
' i_ i00 KNOTS 200 KNOTS
_ 386 RPM 386 RPM
•: CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE _ CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE
": GAIN DEG/RPM U GAIN N DEG/RPM >_
_ { - • • • o- 2Q_ -• • • • - 2Q_u
_ o.Q,_Q_,_18,327 _ o,o .os4._o9.163 _,_
..... ,, m,. El _ ..... ", "" Q _'c_
-20 -zo o -20 -10 '0
DAMPING COEFFICIENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
(_N) , RAD/SEC (_N) , RAD/SEC
CRUIS E CONFIGURATION
300 KNOTS
386 RPM
CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE
GAIN _ DEG/RPM _ NOTES :
• : • _ • • _ 2Q_ i. • SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
< 0,0 .021 .043 .065 _ _ O ANTI-SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
; ,_ _ 2. THIS GOVERNOR CONFIGURATION HAS
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r'D;_TqR CONFIGURATION CRUISE e_*,_.................. • _uuRATION
100 KNOTS 200 KNOTS
386 RPM 366 RPM
ALL OPERATIONAL MODE ALL OPERATIONAL MODE
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O O
[
20 _- 20
Z
_ 3 _ 3
I I /
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(_N) , RAD/SEC (_N) , RAD/SEC
CRUISE CONFIGURATION
300 KNOTS
386 RPM
ALL OPERATIONAL MODE NOTES
GAIN_RPM _
- • • • • -3 I40 _ I. • SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
0.0 0218.0436 0655 1 _ C ANTI-SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
,_, I _ I __ _" 2. NO MODES ARE DRIVEN UNSTABLE
i ¢ I
30 _ WiTH THE ABOVE GOVERNOR GAINS
o 3. SENSOR AND ACTUATOR DYNAMICS i
1 "I _ ,_ ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODEL
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FIGURE 7.21 SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS
ROTOR ROTATION ROOT MIGRATION WITH RPM FEEDBACK |
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' CRUISE CONFIGURATION CRUISE CONFIGURATION
.i'_ i00 KNOTS 200 KNOTS
." • 386 RPM 386 RPM
/ _ CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE CROSS SHAFT FAILURE MODE
.- _ GAINNDEG/SEC/RPM _ GAIN_ DEG/SEC/RPM
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DAMPING COEFFICIENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
(_N), RAD/SEC (_N)' RAD/SEC
CRUISE CONFIGURATION
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GAIN_ DEG/SEC/RPM
--_ 1 • SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
- • • • • - 20 _ " O ANTI-SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
0.0 .1365 .273 .355 _ 2. THIS GOVERNOR CONFIGURATION HAS
m
O NO EFFECT ON THE ANTI-SYMMETRIC
• _ ROTATION MODE
_ _ U 3 NO MODES ARE DRIVEN UNSTABLEi _ "
_ _ WITI: THE ABOVE GOVERNOR GAINS
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-_0 -I0 0
DAMPING COEFFICIENT
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i FIGURE 7.22. SINCLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS
ROTOR ROTATION ROOT MIGRATION WITH INTEGRAL FEEDBACK
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_: CRUISE CONFIGURATION CRUISE CONFIGURATION
' " i00 KNOTS 200 KNOTS386 RPM 386 RPM
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i
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" 386 RPM i. • SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE
ALL OPERATIONALr_ MODE _ O ANTI-SYMMETRIC ROTATION MODE {
_D._ u 2. THIS GOVERNOR CONFIGURATION HAS _
--• • • • |40_ u NO EFFECT ON THE ANTI-SYMMETRIC
0.0 .1365 ._3 .35 _u_ii ROTATION MODE 'i
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FIGURE 7.23. SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS
i ROTOR ROTATION ROOT MIGRATION
WITH _RPM FEEDBACK |
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$'_ Flight Condition Integral of RPM RPM Feedback Gain
I Feedback Gain (Steady State Gain)'4 (Steady State
_" Gain)
_'_: I Cruise - i00 Kts .327 deg/sec/RPM .0164 deg/RPM
Cruise - 200 Kts .273 deg/sec/RPM 0.0
. !_ Cruise - 300 Kts .355 deg/sec/RPM 0.0
_ _over - Steady .475 deg/sec/RPM .268 deg/RPM
| _over-20fpsClimb .306_eg/sec/RPM.17Sdeg/_M
'_ I Hover - 20 fps Descent .393 deg/sec/RPM .246 deg/RPM
In the hover regime the range of steady state gains is not so
critical with climb or descent airspeed and it would be accept-
,' i able to have a constant gain in the hover regime of:
, O .475 deg/sec/RPM
O .245 __g/RPM (Figure 7.24)
In the cruise regime, the minimum requirements can be _atis-
'I { fied throughout the flight envelope with steady state gains of:
I O 355 deg/sec/RPM
O 0177 deg/RPM (Figure 7.241
7.5 EFFECT OF GOVERNOR ON FLYING QUALITIES
In the hover configuration, tne governor sv-_em may influence
( the vertical translatio_ _,_ r_._,lmodeg. Sinoe the ¢hosen
f governor configurx_ion av_: 3on ;_PM f_L', each rotor, there
wall be no eff(,ct when th_ _±"_I _ ',;_Is since one rotor will
!
_m
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_ HOVER CONFIGURATION
ALL OPERATIONAL MODE
GAINS: .475 deg/sec/RPM
!_ .245 deg/RPM _>
" 20fp_ clim_ I oo_ _
I I I IIII I
-4 -3 -2 -i 0 |
DAMPING COEFFICIENT (_N) ,R/_/SEC
I
,, CRUISE CONFIGURATION
: ALL OPERATIONAL MODE
386 RPM
GAINS • 335 deg/sec/RPM 20" o
.0177 deg/RPM _ u
. _ |
lo
DAM21_C -_O_:_'_;IC_ENT (<uh,),, RAD/SEC I
FIGURE 7.24. SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO S]ZNSOP_5
RCTOR ROTATION ROO'_'M.TGRA_IOB WITH VELOCITY
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I tend to increase RPM and the other will tend to decrease RPM.
i In the vertical mode both rotors tend to move in unison. The
governor will tend to maintain constant thrust and thus d_crease
I vertical damping. With no the RPM would tend to
governor stay
constant for a short period of time (because of rotor inertia
I effects) and the thrust would increase or decrease - whichever
_, _ would be in the stable sense - during this interval. Figure
1
_, 7.25 illustrates the governor effect on the roll and vertical
_ { modes in root locus form for a tilt rotor aircraft in the hover
: configuration. Note that for the vertical mode the root is moved
[.. toward the right half plane when the governor is operational
_ which indicates a less stable condition. In fact the veruical
damping is reduced by approximately 50%, but as depicted by
Figure 7.26 this is still an acceptable damping leve_.
J
! In the cruise configuration the dutch roll and phugDid modes
i be affected. The dutch roll mode will be unaffected by
may
the single governor with two sensors for the same reasons that
the roll mode in hover is unaffected (Figure 7.27). The
.} _ phugoid mode will be adversely affected b__ the governor because
s the governor react| very fast when co_pared _o the phugoid
i period thus effectively eliminating any prop/rotor effect
_i (TuANDMu). Fur t.he high wing configuration rotor
the off oct
i is stabilising therefore loms of the prop/rotor effect will
_ destabilise the ph_goid (i.e., the aircraft will behave 'aS a
Jet in this mode). There is an interesting trade-off in thep
cruise configuration bet oon phugold damping and airoraft gust
241
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i HOVER CONFIGURATION HOVER CONFIGURATIONSTEADY HOVER 20 fps DESCENT
551 RPM _ 551 RPM :_,
ALI OPERATIONAL MODE LJ ALL OPERATIONAL MOD_ L)
,o,,. "<-kill
_ ca
-4 -3 -& -i 0 -4 -3 -2 -i 0
DAMPING COEFF!CfENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
(_N 1, RAD/SEC (_wN), RAD/S_C
HOVER CONFIGURATION
20 fps CLIMB
551 R/M
ALL OPERATIONAL MODE
3
NOTES •
I I"_o"o1. NOGov_oR
--__ROTOR ROTATION------, 2 /l 2. CCLLECTIVE PITCH
_ .ERTICAL MOiE_ I [_ GOVFIINOR
Z
, -4---RO_mMODm_ _ _ 3
-i_ _"_ _ o_
-4 -3 -= -I 0
DAMP _'.NG,j_EFFICIENT
(¢'_N),RAD/SEC
FIGURE 7.25. EFFECT OF G9%ERNCR ON HOVER ROL_.,AND
V_TICAL TP,aNSLATION MOD_8
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,,. CRUISE CONFIGURATION CRUISE CONF_G_URATION
,' >4
150 KNOTS u 250 KNOTS
_ ' I--386 }_:_,_ 4 _ -386 RPM 4 Z
I I '' ,
C__ CROSS SHAFT I _
_ _; , , 3 _ -FAIiURE MODE .... 3_ _
:i,_ CROSS SI'I_FT FAILURE MODE-, _a
";i ALL OPERATION MODE _ _ _
- _ |
-4 -3 -2 -i O -4 -3 -2 'i 0
DAMPING COEFFICIENT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
({_N) , RAD/SEC _ ({_N) , RAD/SEC |
I
, -CRUISE CONFIGURATION 4
350 KNOTS u
'386 RPM v*
': O NO GOVERNOR |
ALL OPERATIONAL 2 _ _COLLECTIVE PITCH
!
!
.? crossslu_T__/ I_ = |
FAILURE MODE1 1 1 o |I IIII I
-4 -3 -2 _I 0
DAMPING COEFI *C'E_2 1(_,_N_, ,_".D/SEC
I
_ FIGURE 7.27. EFFECT OF GOVERNOR ON DUTCH ROLL MODE I
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_ , response. For a very "clean" aircraft _t may be necessary
_i',_ • to have _ome auxiliary damping from the prop/rotors to meet
_ _. the MIL Spec 8785B level 1 requirements of a damping ratio of
&_
I at lease .04 in the phugoid mode. One way to obtain this would
_< be to reduce the governor efficiency (and axial gust response
_: relief) to retain some phugoid damping from the rotors.
f However, in early tilt rotor configurations one of the most
frequently expressed pilot comments concerned the aircraft
_ axial gust response (AFFTC-TR-60-4), therefere it seems for
future tilt rotor configurations, aircraft gust response will[
_ necessarily be heavily weighed and ti_e trade-off between gust
response and phugoid damping cannot be considered lightly.
7.6 GUST RESPONSE
, On earlier tilt rotor and tilt wing aircraft, which were de-
; signed more from a helicopter viewpoint than fixed-wing, one
, _
recurring pilot comment was the pooT turbulence response along
the longitudinal axis (AFFTC-TR-60-4), Cince that time it has
become apparent that at least part of the adverse response
problem stems from the use of fuel governing rather than collec-
• [ rive pitch governing. Figuro 7.28 illustrates in a crude manner
*'hree different modes of RPM control and the effect of eachi,! when hit by an axial gust. There are five parameters to be
i
_ considered when evaluating axial gust response:
i O gust input
L
[
o RPM
i |" O fuel flow
' |_ 245
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.) _/'
_ i; NO GOVE_,_OR I
PERFECTFUEL GOV.
COLLECTIV_ PITCH
GOVERNOR
; GUST VELOCITY
V/_RIATIC, _ ...... _ -- --_ --___ =.._ _-"x
•. /j I
• FUEL I
__ _ .-. ....
FLOW "_
\_-J" I
I
COLLECTIVE /
PITCH ---:-- _'_- "-=--_I
i
r_L , iTHRUST - -- --.
\-_-- |
\
TIME I
FIGURE 7.28. EFFECT OF GOVERNOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION I
ON POWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS
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I REV. A
_:_ 0 collective pitch
I 0 thrust
_[[ I Of the three control modes ,consider first the case of no RPM
•. governing. When hit by an axial gust, fuel flow and collec-
_ _ I rive pitch stay constant and rotor RPM starts to vary. The
_ result is that in the steady state the thrust does not change
_ substantially from its pre-gust value. For a high inertia
; _ _ rotor there will be some change in thrust as the rotor inertia
_, delays the rpm decay whereas for a small inertia rotor or
%
_'_ _, propeller the RPM will nearly track the gust shape and little
thrust variation will be seen. From a gust response point
of view, a low rotational inertia rotor havinq no governor is
an acceptabl_ solution; however, without a governor the RPM
variations are of such magnitude as to make the system unaccept-
i able. Next consider the perfect fuel governor (i.e.e one that
keeps RPM absolutely constant b] controlling fuel flow). When
! the rotor is hit by a gust the fuel flow increases or de-
_ creases, collactive pitch remains constant and RPM is constant
i resulting in a change in thrust. The change in thrust will
i I result in acceleration along the longitudinal axis which willb detrlment l to the ride and handling qualitie_ of t e a r-
i' craft. The fuel governor then is the converse of the no go-, vernor case - I_M control is acceptable but gust responbu is: not. The collective pitch governor varies rotor blade angle
! _[ to control RPM at constant pewer setting. When the rotor is
hit by a gust, fuel flow remains unchanged and collective
[ '! 247
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: pitch varies in a manner to meintain constant RPM and constant I
'_ .
_. thrust. This configuration governor t:nen solves the aircraft I
! axial gust problem by:4'
k"
_ O reducing aircraft gust response
/
!_' O eliminating the RPM variation
D
' 'P_me history gust responses were run for the three modes of
J
: operation discussed above. Collective pitch governor dynamics
and gains were employed as defined in paragraph 7.4.3. Perfect i
fuel governing was evaluated to establish an upper limit gust
: response for that configuration and to show a comparison with I
collective pitch style governing. The no governor case allowed
the rotor to freely spin on the hub. Response in both hover
and cruise configurations was e_a!uated. RPM variation, cabin%
acceleration and significant stractural responses have been
plotted for each case.
' Two gust shapes were used in the evaluation: 1-cos and random. I
The 1-cos shape was used to e_aluate the governor response in
cruise and hover (i.e., determine if the accuracy and transient i
response goals were met). Random turbulence was used in the |
300 knot cruise case to illustrate the aircraft response with
J
governor operative when encountering turbulent _iz. The tur-
bulence model was obtained from NASA and is descLib_d in Ref_g-
ence 7.2. Results of the gust response study were much as ex-
_ pected except tha; the adverse acceleration response of the I
i fuel governor in cruise was worse than anticipate¢. Figures
248
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_ _ 7.29 through 7.31 show the results.
_:i: In the cruise configuration, the collective pltch governor
_ effectively keeps the RPM within the 2% transient error and the
:' '" I
_ .3% steady state error criteria while reducing the longitudinal
I acceleration response to gusts to a near zero level. Significant%
: structural blade elastic modes show no adverse response. In
the worst case (fuel governing) the sDrucuurai load and blade
T
_ modal response is well below allowable limits. Comparison
_ of the fuel governor and collective pltch governor traces indi-
: _ cate at a glance the desirability of the collective pitch
governor from a gust response viewpoint. Longitudinal accele-
ration is reduced from a peak value of 9 ft/sec 2 to 2 ft/sec 2
at I00 knots (the worst case _or the collective pitch governor)
and at 300 knots from 7 ft/sec 2 to less than 1 ft/sec 2. Thus
i at cruise velocities the pilot may fly through a 20 fps axial
%
gust with minimum aircraft response. Use of the collective
e
_ pitch governor should effectively solve the longitudinal acce-
leration problem noted in AFFTC-TR-60-4. Improvement in the
structural gust response is also noted with collective pitch
" _" governing. Although even with fuel governor the blade modal
I [ response and wing chord bending response is small, the collec-
tive pitch governor improves the _esponse on the same order
• of magnitude as the acceleration response is improved. Figure
i i 7.32 illustrates the aircraft flying through clear air
tl
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t FIGURE 7.29a AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO 1-COS AXIAL GUST 1
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J
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' { FIGURE 7.29b. AIRCRAFT RESPONS _'.TO I-COS AXIAL GUST
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FIGURE 7.31a. AIRCRAFT R_SPONSE TO I-COS AXIAL GUST, I
300 KNOT CRUISE
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I FIGURE ?.31b. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO I COS AXIAL GUST
300 FNOT CRUISE r"
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FIGURE 7.32. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO _XIAL RANDOM TURBULENCE
5,90 KNOTS - COL_ECTIVE PITCH t_DVEP_4OR
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turbulence at 300 knots with the governor operative. Note that
.,_ the same desirable characteristics are present as observed with
_ the 1-cos gust. The RPM error is well within the specified
_ bounds and in fact the peak variation is never greater than 1
I RPM (.3% error). Longitudinal acceleration is attenuated with
!
maximum acceleration never greater than .125 "g".
l
l In the hover configuration, collective pitch governing improves
_ the aircraft gust response in much the same manner as cruise,
!_ even if the improvement in gust response is not as striking.
!
I The effect is shown in Figures 7.33 through 7.35. RPM varia-
_ tion is well within the transient and steady state goals, acce-
_ leration and structural response is improved. Once again the
&
_ _* wing bending moments are well within allowable limits for an
aircraft of this type and zhe blade responses are small enough
_ to be considered insignificant.
I_ One major difference between cruise and hover is the similarity
_2
• in vertical acceleration for the no governor and fuel governor
t
i cases. B_cause of the slower rotor response (lower natural
i I [ frequency) than in cruise, the rotor does not respond a_quickly and there is a larger vertical acceleration response.
Although good gust response is desirable in hover, the RPM hold
capability is more important along with the effect on flying
qualities as described in paragraph 7.5.
I The collective pitch governor has a significant beneficial
effect on aircraft gvyt response in both ¢ruise and hover. In
I 257
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_ fact the analysis shows that in cruise the collective pitch
governor eliminates one portion of the adverse gust response
?
_ seen in earlier tilt rotor aircraft.
7 .7 CONCLUSIONS
J
; A collective pitch governor which senses the RPM variation of
.<
_ each rotor and feeds back collective pitch proportionally to i
_ the averaged signal has been chosen as the configuration which
• _ satisfies the requirements of a tilt rotor aircraft. RPM I
variation has been shown to be within the error criteria for !
i_ 1-cos and random axial gusts, In the rigid body modes which •
o _ may be affected there is either no degradation or a small _ ,
gradation which is not harmful to the flying qualities of
,;he aircraft. The most significant improvement this governor
i ccnfiguration makes on the aircraft is in axial gust response
in cruise. The "bucking" or "jerking" of earlier tilt rotor !
configurations has been eliminated so that the aircraft may I
t
now fly in turbul_ conditions with a minimum of longitudinal
i response in cruise. I
P
I
b
I
I
!
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HOVER CONFIGURATION
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'[ FIGURE 7.33a. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO l-COS AXIAL GUSTSTEADY HOVER
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FIGURE 7.33b. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO 1-COS AXIAL GUST I
STEADY HOVER
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I FIGURE 7.34a. AIRCRAFT RESPONSE TO 1-COS AXIAL GUST
HOVER - 20 fps CLIMB
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i _. 8. APPLICATIONS OF SWASHPLATE FFEDBACK SYSTEMS TO FOLDING
_ _ I TILT ROTOR CONFIGURATIONS
_! I Applications of swashplate feedback for the folding tilt rotor
_ aircraft fall into two categories:
I i. loiter or low speed cruise, and
2. spin up and spin down.
i In both of the above categories the level of blade loads is
I I not prohibitive without f_edback; however, the loads may be
reduced to a lower level for gust alleviation or stability
I augmentation.
_ In the loiter or low speed cruise regime the same concepts of
! _ load alleviation may be applied as in Paragraphs 3 and 7. The
rotor will be fully operational and spinning at design RPM;
_ • hence, the configuration will be identical to tilt rotor
_ i_ configurations previously analyzed. An area of concern for
this system will be, if and how, to phase out swashplate feed-I) backas the aircraft approaches the folding regime of flight.
This problem will not be one of advancing the technology, Lut
rather one of gain scheduling.
li Spin up and spin down of the rotor may be a possible cause of
high blade loads. To investigate the level of these loads, a
li scale model test of the folding tilt rotor was undertaken in
1971 using a 1/9 scale semi-span model. The results may be
I reviewed in Ref. 8.1, Air Force _echnical Report AFFDL-TR-71-62,
I Vol. VII. In summary, various spin up and spin down schedules
were tried to investigate the effect on blade loads. In each
I 265
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:__ case the loads were small. There was not a large variation in
I !
:i loads for the different spin schedules and, in fact, the final
_:', schedule was chosen on a basis of drag, not blade loads. It
i therefore appears that feedback will not be required during Ispin up and spin down, and it may be c nvenient tophase it
i out at som_: rpm lower than normal cruise. I
'i• I
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_;[ | 9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
_i The anaiytical studies reported in Sections 2 through 8
_ confirm that substantial benefits may result from the proper
I use of feedback using the " controls and also the
conventional controls. , ,. _: a nigh level of confidence
_ _ in the validity of the r_ ,,' _ s_d on the correlation with
test data pe_ e_:n,_d using the methodology of this report.
Examples of this predictive and correlation capability are
• I given in the text and a more extensive coverage of its topic
is given in the test report on the full scale test of theI
- _ _ Model 222 26-foot diameter rotor in the NASA-_es 40 X 80-foot
_ _ tunnel. Hence the broad conclusions and recommendations of
the report may be accepted without reservation.
• _ _ The parametric studies on rotor derivatives show that the low
_ } in-plane stiffness rotor enjoys a negative hub pitchin_ moment
under normal flight conditions so that the net destabilizing
)_ effect of the rotor on static stability is less than that
• which would exist for a high stiffness blade and this ist'
confirmed by test data. This has beneficial effects on
Ii horizontal stabilizer area req,'iremen,:s.
Studies in blade load alleviation and stability augmentation
show that various alternative objectives may be met using
i feedback, examined included minimization of blade
cyclic Cases
flapping, and minimization of net pitching moment about the
i aircraft center of gravity. No stability problems were en-
i 267
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_ countered although additiona! sh&_ing was reco_}ended in
Iii one case to increase the phase maIg[n, i, 7_): found that the I
, requirements of gain and azimuth m]g_:. .e ;_f'erent _n dyra_ic
I
_ gust response cases compared with steady :_ .re _ileviation
and methods of resolving these requirements a_c, identlfied
and recommended for further study,
The use of feedback through the conventional control sys__ms
for direct lift control and alleviation of normal acceleration
_ response in turbulent air was studied and fo_und to be effective
! in cruise and less effectlve in transition. The reductions I
I
= _ in response demonstrated were 45% in cruise and 15% in transi-
t tion. These are extremely encouraging .hey I, results since _'
were obtained without special effort at optimization, or
_ inclusion of elevator feedback effects to trim the pitching
muments due t_ flap and spoiler applicatio,,. ||
Collective pitch governor studies indicated that a governing
system which senses the RPM variation of each rotor and feeds I '|
back collective pitch proportional to the a_eraged signal
a
should be chosen as the configuration wnich satisfies the !
requirements of a tilt rotor aircraft. RPM variation has been ||
shown to be within the error criteria for(b-COS)and random
axial gusts, This governor system does not produce any sivni- I
ficant degradation in the flying qualities ,_f the aircraft and
the response _o axial or head on gusts is very substantially I
attenuated, I
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Extensive work on moda" suppression showed that very sub-
_: | stantial increases in d_Lping of selected des could be
_" | accomplished and this result has been fully confirmed by
"_ _ full scale tests in the 40 X 80-foot tunnel. Attempts to
r _
_ introduce additional damping to the blade modes in hover
N showed some promise, but _hi_ topic was not fully developed
• because it is of _omewhat academic interest at the present
A general conclusion which emerges from these studies i_ that
the full potential of some systems depends on interaction
% with an associated system. These relationships are summarized
_ in Table 9.1. Thus, the effectiveness of a blade load
!
t al_eviation system will be enhanced if aircraft acceleration
_" response to gusts is reduced by direct lift control. Con-
• _ _rsely the effectiveness of a direct llft feedback system
I
t
_ may be improved when working in conju, ction with _ high rate
4
- swashplate modal suppression system. Thus, there is a
strong case for the eventual implementation of all the
feedback controls listed, however, priority should be given
to the conventional SAS, rotor governing and blade load
{,
i i alleviation systems.
|
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:_ i0. HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS
} From the standpoint of hardware implementation the feedback
i I control is subdivided into two major subsystems: the Stability
_. Augmentation System (SAS) which accomplished the functions of
i?|
_i rate damping, load alleviation, mode suppression, and turn
_ coordination, and the Governor System which accomplished the
i function of rotor speed stabilization and collective control
I _ quickening in hover. In the SAS system we are primarilyconcerned with the load alleviation and modal suppression sec-
_ tions of the system. Changes in the currently proposed Model
_ i_ 222 hardware which would be needed to implement the recommenda-
i " tions of this report are discussed in paragraphs 10.4 and 10.5.
L
f
J In each case changes have been suggested which would reflect
i the minimum cost and modification to the Model 222 flight
i control system.
i _ 10.2 STABILITY AUGMENTATION S_STEM (SAS)j I .... '
SAS stabilization occurs through differential electrohydraulic
actuators (extensible link type) inserted in the primary
mechanical flight control system. The actuation points for
the SAS are as follows _ primary longitudinal control for
[, longitudinal rate dam_,ing, longitudinal load alleviation
and longitudinal mode suppression_ primary lateral control
j 'i for lateral rate damping; primary directional control for
yaw rate damping; lateral cyclic control at each rotor for
_i lateral load alleviation and lateral mode suppression. A
typical hardware functional block diagram of the SAS is
I 271
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,':. shown in Figure 10.1
_!._ i0.2.1 Redundancy I
The level of redundancy of the SAS is dictated by the required
authority, and by the SAS failure requirements, l
_ A fail functional system requires at least triple redundancy I
regardless of the authority. Fail functional is defined as
,_ the capability of the system to continue to perform its I
}' function without any degradation after any single failure.
I A fail operative system requires at least dual redundancy.
_ Fail operative is defined as the capability of the system to
perform its function after any single failure with any or all I
of the following restrictions: a) Reduction of system I
authority after failure; b) Tolerable transient at failure;
c) Manual shutdown of failed channel to restore system function. I
Reduction of failure transient in a fail operative system can
i be achieved through cross coupling of SAS feedbacks. A hard-
i over in one channel link is partially compensated by motion I!
of the other link(s) in the opposite d_rection commanded by
1 the cross feedback. If the required SAS authority is ample I
enough, then avoidance of an intolerable transient a_ first
failure in a fail operative system may require a level of I
!, redundancy ,above _ual. Because the required SAS authority can I
,_ be significantly different from one control axis to another,
different levels of SAS redundancy can be adopted for the i
various control axes,
!
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,_i"'_ I i0.2.2.1 SensorsLoad Alleviation - There is a variety of sensors which can be
I used for load alleviation. The strain gage type sense load
_ variations directly; their sensitivity and frequency response|
are quite adequate. The reliability record of this type of
I sensors in _ aircraft environment, however, is not well
established and even with utmost care in installation, the
sensor is one order of magnitude less reliable than the rest
of the system. At present Boein_-Vertol uses a strain gage
_ _ type of sensor in its cruise guide indicator to monitor rotor
" loads. The angle of attack/yaw sensor (A(q_ sensor) type
! senses load variations indirectly by sensing the resultant
_ effect of loads on aircraft motions. The most commonly used
i , type is the differentia_, pitot-static pressure type used as a
I _ideslip sensor on the CH-46 and CH-47 production aircraft.
This device is very reliable and
_ has adequate sensitivity and frequency response. Its range
of operation, however, is above 40 knots airspeed, thus making
I it unusable at hover and low speed operation.
Another device
developed recently and not yet in production is a differential
I airspeed sensor based on the generation of vortices by a strut
i n the airstream at a rate which is proportional to the airspeed
past the strut. This is a very sensitive device and operates
li at down to 1 knot. Its is quiteairspeeds
frequency response
adequate. The device is being tested by the Flight Dynamics
_i Laboratory and should have an established reliability record
273
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_ in the time frame of interest for the stowed rotor aircraft.
? Mode Suppression - The most practical and reliable type of
_ sensor available for mode sensing is an accelerometer. Units
are now available off-the-shelf with the required sensitivity
and high frequency response. Highly selective filtering must I
be accomplished in order to discriminate mode frequencies from
the normal aircraft vertical accelerations due to gusts and I
i maneuvers. An alternate type of sensor is a sensitive strain
gage located on the wing skin. Filtering of the signal output
is again necessary to discriminate mode frequencies from I
normal wing loads due to gusts and maneuvers.
10.2.2.2 Signal Processing I
Electrical signal processing does not present any major
problem. Use of integrated circuits and micrologic permits I
such functions as signal amplification, filtering, logic I
switching and redundancy management to be accomplished without
I the need for cumbersome and complex circuits. Multiple filters I
of the Tchebyscheff or Butterworth types can be used for highly
selective filtering in the mode suppression feedback. Micro- I
electronic components available now are highly reliable and
relatively inexpensive. I
i
10.2.2.3 Actuators I
The actuators required for SAS are high power, fast acting
differential actuators. The requirement can best be met by I
electrohydraulic actuators. Two types have been considered
and found to be adequate. One is of the position summing I
274 I
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_<" type (total SAS piston movement and authority is the sum
_ _'.,
_! of the piston movement and authority of the individual
_ actuator units); the other is of the force summing type
I (total SAS force is the sum of the forces of each unit).
| _ u 10.3 GOVE_OR SYSTEMS
I Rotor speed governing is achieved by controlling the collective
- _ blade pitch angle only; no engine power control is involved in
J
speed governing. The governor actuator is inserted differen-
_ tially into the collective linkage of the primary controls;
thus, a single actuator controls blade pitch on both rotors.
Integral control is used in order to achieve the objective
7
_ _ of a steady state governing accuracy of 0._ of rotor speed.
The rotor speed demand sisal is programmed as a f_ction
_ of nacelle tilt angle. This demand signal is compared to
_ actual rotor speed signal and the difference is used to drive
the governor actuator. Provision can be made in the governor
[ to accept control quickening through a washed-out signal
!w
• from the longitudinal control stick transducer. The functional
I block diagrams of three separate possible govern system config-
urations are shown in Figures i0.i, 10.2 and 10,3 and described
I below. Each of the configurations is redundant in order to
_i comply with the failure safety requirements.
10.3.1 Dual Electromechanical Governor System
Figure 10.2 shows a dual electromechanical system with one
channel active and one in synchronized stan_y. Switching
_i' from the active to _e standby channel occurs automatically
275
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upon sensing of a failure in the active system. The logic
to sense a failure requires a third rotor speed sensor and I
g
third feedback to determine by majority voting which of the
i two channels has failed. Provision is made for manual oper- I
ation of the governor after failure of both active and standby
channels and their subsequent shutdown. Manual operation is)
} possible only if the two failures do not involve either motor
or clutch in both channels. In manual operation, the rotor
%
blade pitch is positioned through a beep switch to the angle
providing the desired rotor speed. This mode of operation I
:+ obviously requires a substantial increase in pilot workload S
and does not provide either accurate or fast rotor speed Im_ a
g
control.
The system is thus fail functional at first failure; however, I%
' safety of manual operation after second failure is not obvious, |
in light of the required additional pilot workload to operate
the governor. I
P
i 10.3.2 Triple Electrohydraulic Governor System with Model
Channel I
'
!
i' Figure 10.3 shows a system oonsisting of three _tive channels I
1 and a model channel. Each channel controls one aecti+_n of
a triple eleutrohydrauliu force summing actuator. Each I
actuator section has a failure monitor/pressure feedback
valve which provides prassure equalization among the three I
sections in normal operation,_nd if equalization fails to
I
occur, provides the failure signal to _hk _hannel logic.
276 I
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I The three active channels by themselves provide fail
-_'_'2 _ functional capability at first failure and the possibility
I
_" of hardover at second failure. In order to provide a fail
_:_o ml functional capability at second failure, a model electrical
i!__I channel is added which is used only to detect a second
i I failure and to immediately shut down the failed channel. In
order to achieve the dual fail functional capability, three
independent hydraulic supplies are required, and an electrical
I I supply which has a dual fail functional capability. The
failure detection logic associated with the model channel is
T
_ relatively much more complex than the logic required to
_;) detect first failure.
10.3.3 Quadruple Electromechanical Governor System
_ _ Figure 10.4 shows a system consisting of four active channels.
I • The actuator is quadruple electromechanical; each channel is
I
velocity summed through mechanical differentials in the
li actuator. Failure in one channel is detected as a motor
runaway condition; if the channel fails dead, there is no need
I to detect the failure and remove the channel from operation
in flignt. A fail functional capability is achieved at both
|_ first and second failure because any runaway of one motor
due to channel failure is compensated by the remaining
three or two motors until the failed channel is automatically
removed from A instead of
operation. quadruple system a
triple system is chosen because the simplicity of the failure
i detection logic in a quadruple system far outweighs the
I 277
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", additional complexity of a fourth motor in the electromechanical -
_i. actuator. This is not the case in the electrohydraulic actuator
_i,: system of Figure 10.2 where addition of a fourth section would
make the actuator too costly, too heavy and too complex. No
! _: hydraulic power supply is needed for this system. The electri- I
_ cal supply must have a dual fail functional capability in order
_ I
; _ to achieve dual fail functional capabil_ty for the entire system.
' I
10.4 MODIFICATIONS OF FLIGHT CONTROLS
10.4.1 Tilt Rotor Modified Flight Control System I
A minimal change approach to modifying the proposed Model 222
: Flight Control System to include fuIl load alleviation/mode
suppression and lift augmentation is shown on the flight con- I
_2
'i trois schematic of Figure 10.5. Four dual extensible link
actuators are added as shown. These are essentially the same
' units now used for roll and yaw SAS for A1 (lateral) cyclic I
feedback actuators, and their function is to provide the capa- j
bility of differential yaw control.
I
!
I
I
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-_ _'. I0 .5 HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS
I Assuming that the rate damping capability is present in the
_. J aircraft operating through differential actuators in the|
longitudinal, lateral, and directional axes, addition of the
ii _ load alleviation, lift gust alleviation and modal sunpressionfunctions entails the following hardware changes.
!
10.5.i Load Aileviation[
Two dual extensible link actuators must be added in each of
i" T-
_ _' the two nacelles for complete differential cyclic control.
_ The SAS electronics must have the added circuits to process
!
• the load alleviation signal from the sensors. Dualized
load alleviation sensors comprlsing the angle of attack sensors
i and the sideslip sensors must also be added.
i 10.5.2 Lift Gust Alleviation
D
Ii In order to control the spoilers, the flaps and the elevator
individually, three sets of dual extensible links must be
Ii added in the control linkages locate_ so as to permit collec-
I' tire operation of the flaps and the spoilers. The required
circuitry for signal processing must be added in the dual SAS
electronic boxes. Dual A(q) sensors or dual accelerometers
i must be mounted to sense lift gusts.279
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I0.5.3 Modal Suppression
Modal suppression can be added without addition of any actua- I
; tors, since the actuators for mode suppression are the same I
as those used for load alleviation. The SAS electronic boxes
must be mouified to hold the necessary circuits to process the I
mode suppression signals. The sensors for mode suppression
i are dual wing tip accelerometers. I
#
In summary, the addition of the above functions requires I
doubling of the complexity of the SAS electronics over that
of the standard rate damping SAS, addition of four dual exten- I
sible link actuators and the mounting of dualized A(q) sensors, I
• { dualized accelerometers, dualized angle of attack sensors and
i 4ualized sideslip sensors. I
i 'I
I
I
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• !,'i" 11.0 _CONI_I_ED PROGRAMS
The programs of work recommended below fall under three major
_ I
i _ headings. These are:
_ (a) Analytical studies
(b) Wind tunnel tests I
(c) Full scale flight test implementation
" Discussion of (c) is divided into programs for which provi-
i :|sion has been made in the Boeing proposal for a tilt rotor
research vehicle, and additional programs which would entail I
modifications to the control system or additional sensing and
Iavionic components.
, ii.i RECOMMENDEDANALYTICAL STUDIES _I
'i, A group of recommended analytical studies are set out in il
Table 11.1. These include investigations directed toward
more efficient use of swashplate feedback for load alleviation _I
and modal suppression, the combination of different types of I
feedback control, and first cut feasibility studies
on control configured vehicles and systems where reliance is il
i placed on feedback to maintain aeroelastic stability. I
In the course of the current contract, aspects of the load I
alleviation systems and modal suppression systems emerged
which merit additional study. These include the resolution I
!
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of azimuth requirements at different frequencies of loading.
In Section 3 it is shown that the feedback azimuth appropriate I
to static conditions is significantly different to that
required for alleviation of a gust. A method of resolving
!_ this conflict may be to control azimuth as a function of fre- ,I
quency by the agency of different attenuating filters in the
A 1 and B 1 channels
_ _ Another aspect which has emerged from the current study and
confirmed by tests is that a dynamic c_nception of the rotor
• is required for adequate mathematical modelling. This is
particularly apparent in attempts to obtain pure normal force
and pitching moment feedback signals• It was found that under I
J
oscillatory conditions no azimuth existed about which the
swashplate could be rotated to produce normal force without
an accompanying component of side force. It had been expected J
from static experience that such an azimuth could be found,
!
but on reflection it is obvious that under dynamic conditions,
swashplate will require a precession or wobble in order to I
the
produce a force or moment vector which may be adjusted to give |
normal force or pitching moment without an associated side
force and yawing moment. Such a precession is generated by I
providing time phasing between the pitch and yaw cyclic signals i
I
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_ demanded by the control system. The advantages of such an
_:;' _ arrangement are twofold:F
":_ (i) All the system authority (which is limited for sev-
_ I eral reasons) is directed to producing useful output,
i I a correspondingly more system
with effective
I
i • (21 Potentially adverse loadings are removed, i.e., the
|
oscillatory side forces generated when only normal
I I force is required
_ The studies reported in the current volume have not attempted
to explore the potential of these concepts. It is proposed
that they be the subject of a separate investigation which
I would include the following topics:
(a) Phase and relative A I, B 1 gain optimization of a
!
blade load alleviation system over a practical range
i of static and transient gust and maneuver conditions
. (b) Phase and relative A I, B 1 gain optimization of a
modal suppression system under the same conditions
I (c) Integration of both systems with a governing and
_ direct lift feedback system and reevaluation of
optimal settings
It is also proposed that this may be confirmed by wind tunnel
I! test demonstration as outlined in Paragraph 11.2. An initial
289
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,;_:_ and fairly inexpensiv_ demonstration of the effectiveness of
?_ phased swashplate feedback is proposed using a reactivated
1/9.26 scale model in the Princeton tunnel, and it is hoped
that by the time further model work using the 1/4.622 scale I
_ model and full scale flight testing, the principles of phased I
_ swashplate feedback would be well established, and be demon-
strated further. I
I In the work to date, feedback has not been considered a primary I
_ means of ensuring aeroelastic stability, but only as a modal
suppression or damping augmentation system. It is now pro-
Ii posed to explore the potential benefits in weight and per-
: formance that would accrue from the use of feedback to relax I
wing stiffness requirements and permit the use of thinner and
i lighter wing structures.
An additional concept which merits analytical investigation in
¢
the near term is the control configured tilt rotor vehicle. I
i It is considered that a stage of development and validation of
analytical methodology relating to tilt rotor feedback control I
systems has been reached, where studies of advanced control I
configured vehicles ma_ _e profitably undertaken. The controls
configured tilt rotor system would use rotor forces and moments I
to provide the stability and control currently envisioned I
to came from the empennage and empennage controls. Thus,
I
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_: longitudinal and directional stability and control would be
provided by rotor forces and moments only. Lateral directional
control and stability would be provided by differential rotor
i forces and moments including differential collective and ail-
eron and spoiler motions. For example, the yaw damping and
stiffness effectiveness of a vertical stabilizer would be
I replaced by differential collective signals pzoportional to
I rate of sideslip and angle of sideslip respectively. The
dynamics of the rotor are an integral component of any such
I system and it is believed that a state-of-the-art has now
_ I been demonstrated where meaningful analytical studies may be
I J undertaken. These studies would determine the control ranges
_; required° the feedback system characteristics in terms of gains
and authorities and would investigate the effect of the systems
on the rotor blade stresses. Required nacelle tilt rates and
the effect of these on the nacelle tilting system would be
_! investigated. These would logically preceed attempts at
tunnel demonstrations and full scale design.
11.2 PROPOSED WIND TUNNEL PROGRAMS
[,} A number of wind tunnel programs are proposed in Table 11.2.
These envision tests on the 1/4.622 scale model of the ]4222
aircraft and further testing of the 1/9.622 scale model dis-
_i cussed earlier to investigate new system concepts.
291
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_ The tests proposed for the 1/4.622 scale model are in two
_. t groups. The first three use currently defined hardware and
_ may be performed with little or no modification to the exist-
_ _ ing model. The fourth which is intended to demonstrate a
"_'_ direct lift system would require control system modification
I tO permit symmetric actuation of flaps, spoilers and elevators.
I Reactivation of the 1/9.622 scale model involves minimal hard-
I ware modifications since only the electronic processing of
I feedback signals would need changing.
The 1/9.622 scale model test would investigate the use of the
.!
concepts of signal shaping discussed in Section ii.I. The
I 1/4.622 scale tests would involve demonstration of currently
defined systems and also the new concepts of signal shaping
I discussed and demonstrated in the 1/9.622 scale test. Pro-
I grams i, 2 and 3 might profitably be merged into one test
i while number 4, the direct lift program, might entail a second
installment. The first section (Tests i, 2, 3) probably
i represents a 2-3 week period of tunnel occupancy and test 4 is
probably a similar time span since the swashplate systems
settings would be reoptimized during thl8 test.
I he 1/9.622 test is a research oriented activity and will,
I therefore, also require approximately a 2-3 week tunnel occu-
I pancy.
293
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_, ii. 3 PROGRAMS PLANNED AND ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS :
FULL SCALE FLIGHT TEST
'._. Recommended full scale flight test programs associated with
,_, feedback control. ° are )isted in Table 11.3. I
i _," _i. 3.1 BLADE LOAD ALLEVIATION SYSTEM AND STABILITY AUGMENTA- i' '_ TION ON THE NASA TILT ROTOR RESEARCH VEHICLE
_ The NASA Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft is configured to inclu,_e
. _ a load alleviation swashplate feedback system. The system as
• proposed by Boeing Vertol senses angle of attack and sideslip
and processes these signals to give swashplate A1 and B1 cyclic I
responses; the objective is to reduce the blade loads induced
by trim changes, gusts and maneuvers and concurrently improve I
aircraft dynamic stability. The system will be flight tested I
q
and optimized. The flight test program of development and
* I
} testing will be preceded by scaled model testing to demonstrate
I the system. The model testing is discussed in Section 11.2. I
ii. 3.2 DIRECT LIFT FLIGHT PAT H CONTROL AND GUST ALLEVIATION I
The rotor swashplate systems discussed are of limited force
I
level and have significant time lags due to rotor response.
The alleviation of "g'_ response to high frequency turbulence I
require6 a more powerful and faster acting system which pro- I
vides a direct feedback on aircraft lift. It is proposed that
the flap and spoiler controls be modified to accept symmetric I
I
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L; commands from an angle of attack sensor. The system will
_' also co_aand suitable amounts of phased elevator travel to I
l<
% reduce pitching response caused by the gust and flap and
? Ispoiler operation.
' The effectiveness of such a system would be examined on a I
scaled model prior to a full scale commitment and as indicated |
I
in Table 11.3 model or full scale tests to acquire empirical
I data on oscillating flap and spoiler lift and downwash is
{
probably advisable prior to final definition of the system. |
I
[1.3.3 MODAL SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS B.ASED ON R_OTOR/SWASHPLATE
FEEDBACK |
A recommended program which i_ a ready adaptation from the i
J
load alleviation system is the modal suppression or aeroelastic
stability augmentation system. The system has a substantial
number of hardware items il, common with the load alleviation/ !
stability augmentation system discussed above. Common swash- I
' !
i plate actuators may be used with different sensors and signal
shaping, The ability of such a system to reduce wing response
! !
t in turbulQnt air would be explored and damping measurements
1 made. Such a system has been demonstrated in the 40 X 80
t
i tunnel at NASA Ames, and very substantial increases in wing I
damping ehown to be available. The system envisioned here I
wou?d be more advanced in certain respects than those tested
to date. I
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_; The chief difference_ will be in the type of feedback signal
v-, used and in the phasing of the pitch and yaw cyclic commands.
! _ It is believed that a more efficient use of the available
, _ control authority may be brought about by the use of phased
_: I AI' B1 or wobbling swashplate control. The modal suppression
system by reducing the wing response will attenuate the asso-
• !
_ ciated cabin accelerations due to turbulent air, and will
, | I thus supplement the direct lift control system, which is
i highly effective in counteracting gust force on the overall
= aircraft, but _s not necessarily effective in reducing modal
,[•. _ responsiveness.
!i:
t)p
r,
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_ 11.4 PLANNING COSTS AND SCHEDULES I
_: Planning costs and schedules are presented in this section for I
_ a program which will evaluate the following systems: m
_ _i" . Load alleviat ion feedback 1
, . Direc lift gust alleviation
_ . Modal suppression systems using swashplate
_ feedback J
_The planned program will include flight tests and will be I
_ supported by analytical studies and scaled model wind tunnel
: _ tests I
: _ ii.4.1 ANALYTICAL STUDIES l
Studies will be performed to support the plan'_ed program l% ;
{ including pretest predictions and safety analyses. In addition, ,
linvestigations will be made of contz'ol configured vehicle sur-
' i,• face studies, and feedback for primary control of aeroelastic 1
stability. The planned program does not include the imple-
1I mentation of the results of the additional studies.
l11.4.2 DESIGN AND HARDWARE MODIFICATION AND L'_STALLATION
The tilt rotor aircraft's flight control system will be rood- 1
ified to incorporate the planned systems (including sensors,
actuators and SAS control box circuits). Components will be I
bench checked and the modified and/or added components will be l
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_ installed on the aircraft at offsite Government facilities.
_%"
_:_
ii .4._ MODEL WI_ TU2_EL TESTING
"_ I A contractor's tilt rotor model will be refurbished and mod-
ified to incorporate the planned systems modifications. Three
"i I test programs will then be conducted to determine the follow-
"__ I ing characteristics:
• Blade load alleviation
! : . Rotor governing and blade load alleviation
. Modal suppression system
. Direct lift control
. Phase swashplate feedbackt"
_ The tests will be conducted at the contractor's wind tunnel
and at the Princeton facilities. The gust generator required
for one phase of _:_del testing has not been priced in this
li plan. It was assumed one would be available in the 1977 time
frame. Tunnel occupancy will be for 280 hours and the total
, test period will be seven (7) weeks.
U
II.4.4 GROUND AIRCRAFT TESTS
' U The modified control system in the aircraft will be proof
%
loaded. Functional and frequency response stability checks
will also be made.
J
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|_"_,_,. i!. 4.5 FLIGHT TESTS
,_=::_'$. The modified control systems will be demonstrated in a four i
a_, (4) week flight test program after completion of NASA tests
_'_ I_i_I on the tilt rotor research aircraft in the 1978 time frame.
Testing will be performed by NASA with Boeing Vertol providing I
"_ supporting personnel. No 40' x 80' wind tunnel testing is
i included in this estimate. I
I The planning costs presented are based on projected CY 1977
I
_:._ planning dollars which is intended to represent an average I
! for the period of performance:
|M.H._.__u. COST $
ANALYTICAL STUDIES & PRETEST IPREDICT IONS
%
ENGINEERING 8 ,500 277 ,525 I
HARDWARE MODIFICATION
DES IGN I
ENGINEERING 2,734 89,265 i
FABRICATION & INSTALLATION
ENGINEERING LIAISON 560 18,284 I
DEVELOPMENTAL LABOR l, 644 38,075 I
PLAN. LIAISON, PROD. SUPPORT &
i TOOL SERVICES 253 5,976 I
QUAL 1TY CONTROL 181 4,442
I I,,78o |
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[{_{_ 1 M.H.____. COST $
N' i] WIND TUNNEL TESTING
_K
_I/i. i ENGINEERING 12,178 397,612• DEVELOP_AL_BOR 7,sgs 17S,900
_" I PLAN, LIAISON, SERVICES 1 ii0 27 635
I GROUND TESTS
_ ENG INEERII_ 640 20 , 8 96
FLIGHT TESTS 480 15,672
I_ MA_:AGEME NT DATA
:. REDUCTION & REPORTS 3,920 127 f988 '
i
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APPENDIX A- DESCRIPTION OF THE MATH MODEL li
The math model used to evaluate the various feedback configur- I|
ations was designed with emphasis on simplicity so that any
affects of the feedback could be easily evaluated• At no l
point, however, was the model stripped of the necessary blade,
i
structural, and rigid body modes so that it was not fully i
, representative of a tilt rotor vehicle with a soft in-plane
!
rotor. In cruise, aerodynamics were tailored to yield
r
! flying quality modes which were representative of this style i
aircraft. In hover the aerodynamics represented a case with
all flaps down and all umbrellas fully open (i e., no fuselage
• or wing aerodynamics). A normal evaluatio_ case would contain I
twelve to fifteen degree_ o£ freedom including blade elastic
modes, wing vertical bending, wing chord bending, wing I
torsional bending, any of the six rigid body freedoms, and gene-
ralized feedback freedoms. A more complete description of
i the math model is included in the C-48 User's Document
(D210-10435-I). 1
Physical characteristics of the math model are similar to th_ l
i
!
Boeing Model M222. Figure A.I, A.2, and A.3 show the rotor •
I
geometrical properties a_d the blade frequency properties from
I pitch settings. Figure A.4 dell- i
various RPM and collective
' neates the wing uncoupled modal frequbncies.
I
I
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:
,_ FIGURE A.I MODEL 222 - ROTOR BLADE PROPERTIES|-p._ •;g?'
._'_." WE]GIlT DISTRIBUTIO_ - L]3/IN TWIST DISTRIBUTION - DEG
I x/R AW,,'_X, LD/IN x/R 0 ,DEG
_i" g 1.0 (TIP) 1.422 1.0(TIP) -7.79
_" I .q75 1.422 .975 -7.79
i, .975 .395 .9 -5.19
.95 .395 .8 -1.73
I 0 75 " 0.85 .404 .70 1.73
,_[ .80 .684 .6 5.19
t .75 .406 .5 8.66
I .70 .409 .4 12.12
.60 .414 .35 13.85
• .50 .422 .3 16.10
I .45 .436 .25 18.7530 •313 22 20
:_ .25 •308 .15 27 .85
i_ T .20 .303 .10 33•38
:; _ .15 .356 .072 33.38
_" .i0 .486 0 (ROOT) 33.38
_ .072 .58_
" _ •072 6.4
: -_s" 0 (ROOT) 6.4
! [
BLADE FLAP EI BLADE LAG EI
I x/R Elgxl0-6 ,LB. IN. 2 x/R Elr xI0-6,LB. IN. 2
[ ,1.0 3.78 1.0 (TIP) 535.
.9 3.86 .9 535.
.8 3.84 .8 520.7 4 21 7 1
" • •.6 4.31 6 510
: l .5 4.92 .5 520.
" I .45 5.50 .45 540.
.3 7.54 , .3 41.57
.2 10.50 .2 35.00
.15 13.82 .15 36.76
.I0 27.55 .i0 44.71
I
.072 49.16 .072 50.98
II .072 l.xl06 .072 l.xl06| 0 (ROOT) lx.106 0 (ROOT) 1.x106
I Radius = 156 Inches
n
• Chord (Constant) = 18.85 Inches
T_P,t 45_1,4 P/I:!
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MODEL 222 TILT ROTOr< R/_bYARC_:! _',_.._..,_3_T
' 700 -[COLLECTIVE e ._,!)EG.:,J_ _70 i
PITCH! 0 -,
! ! ,!
600 I
1
i
400 ._
: i
!
.!
, !i ,
_ .,
FIGURE A.2 " MJDEL 222 ROTOR BLADE VARIATION OF 2ND BENDING INATURAL FREQUENCY WITH ROTOR SPEED AND COLLECTIVE
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"_ I FIGURE A.3 - MODEL 222 ROTOR BLADE VARIATION OF IST BENDING
\
' NATURAL FREQUENCY WITH ROTOR SPEED AND COLLECTIVE
PITCH ....
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!.IODEL222TILTROTORRESEARCHAIRCRAFT |
._ : _T-q,,, -- I _ J '" • i
SYF_'IETRIC FiODE FREQUENCY
..... J, Ji | ' ' I
VERTICAL.BENDING ,3,6CPS
CHORDWISEB NDING 5,4CPS i
TORSION 6,1CPS || • i i i i i i i i iBm
I ||| m.| I II i
ANTISYMMETRICMODE FREQUENCY i
_, i _ i __ _ ii i i _ i
VERTICALBENDING 11,2CPS
CHORDWISEB NDING 9,1CPS
• TORSION 5,7CPS j
............ ,-, ,, ,,nno u in I l i
1 " I
' I.
' FIEUREA,4 WINGUNCOUPLEDFREQUENCIES(BLADESOFF) |
CRUISECONFIGURATION ,. |# • , o ;
l
• I
,, |
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,, APPENDIX B - SINGLE GOVERNOR WITH TWO SENSORS BODE ANALYSIS
_ ,........
;_ Bode analysis was made of the governor feedback loops for
"_:, _ RPM feedback in various flight conditions to determine the|
maximum gains and need (if any) for filtering of high
_i I frequency signals. A criteria of 30-degrees phase margin or• 6 dB gain margin (whichever is most string nt) was used.
_, I These margins are well recognized in the literature (for
example, Saucedo and Shiring - Introduction to Continuous
_ and Digital Control Systems) as limits which yield good• _ transient and steady-state response.
r The following definitions of gain and phase margin were
!i applied.
_ o the gain margin is the reciprocal of the gain
:I
_ at the frequency at which the phase angle reaches
f 11 180-degrees
i o the phase margin is the phase angle in degrees whichli dia ram must be shifted in order to
obtain 180-degrees phase angle at unity gain.
| All in the block of Figure
!
governor components diagram
have been represented except the sonsor dynamics. Sensor
frequency response is essentially "flat out" to 50 cps and
[ spot chocks of the Bode diagrams indicated that the sensor
dynamics did not influence the maximu_gain levels.
Levels of gain specified on the Bode plots correspond to
_ values of G on the block diagram and have units of volts per
309
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REV. A
volt. They are not to be confused with values of loop gain J
which have units of degrees per RPM.
The harmonic response was obtained using an option of the
C-48 Flying Qualities and Aeroelastic Stability Program. A t
description of the program is contained in Boeing Document
D21£ I0435-i, I
REFERENCES I
B.1 Saucedo, R., and Schiring, E., Introduction Zo Continuous
• and Di ital Control S stems, The MacMillan _mpany,
New York, 1970. J
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APPEh_DIX C - "FLY BY WIRE": CONVERSION OF M222 CONTROL SYSTEM
TO ELECTRICAL SIGNALING
Because the tilt rotor control system requires extensive mix-
|
_ | i,,_, gai_, and shaping changes as a functlon of flight condi-
/ tions, it appears to be a good candidate for a fly-by-wire
system. While a fly-by-wire study is not proposed at the
I present time as part of the follow on program, the following
I paragraphs discuss some aspects which should be given further
consideration at a later date.
1
A block diagram for a possible fly-by-wire control system to
do the same job is also given (Figure C-l). This system
would use the same cockpit controls, artificial feel units
and ASE actuators as the proposed Model 222. Also, the swash-
plate actuators, spoiler actuators and flaperon actuators
_ would remain the same Dual hydraulic power actuators would
,
be added for the rudder and for the <,_ or. Thirteen
- quadruple-driven actuators would then be added as shown to
convert electrical signa'_ _o mechanical inputs at the hydrau-
lic power actuators. %'hese could possibly be electro-ram type
: _ actuators of the type we now propose , us__ o_ the governor
i system on the Model 222 (or they could be electro-hydraulic).
• A summary of the actuator tradeoff is given below. The rest
of the tradeoff consists of replacing five ratio changers,
eight scheduling cams, fourteen stages or mechanical mixing,
i
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(mechanical differentials), four governor speed settings LVDTs,
four collective pitch "quickening" LVDTs, and 90% of the
mechanical rou* _ng _-U_g_ ..'_.............. -- w_,,, sixteen cockpit LVDT pick-
offs, four individual channel FBW control boxes and the asso-
ciated wiring. It is assumed that the sensors required and
much of the automatic system electronics would be the same in
both systems. The tradeoff in actuators between the tilt
i rotor FBW control system and mechanical system with full load
alleviation/mode suppression capability is:l
DELTA ACTUATOR COUNT - remove from mechanical system
a) 4 dual stick boost actuators
b) 8 dual extensible link SAS actuators
" c) 1 triple extensible link SAS actuator
, d) 1 quadruple electromechanical governor actuator
i _' e) 1 electromechanical DCP trim actuator
_d_D FOR PBW SYSTEM
a) 13 quadruple-driven actuators
_ b) 2 dual power actuators at rudder and elevator
_; .T
1
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